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RESEARCH SUMMARY
The MTCLIM model predicts daily solar rad iation, air tem perature, relative humidity. and precipitation for mountainous
sites by extrapolating data measlJred at National Weather
Service stations. The model may be used to generate data
for use in fire medels. ecological models, insed and disease
models, or developing silvicultural prescriptions. Potential
applications are d iscussed in this paper.
This paper gives the rationale for the MTCLIM model and
describes how to execute the model. Preparation of input ,
adjustment of coefficients, and int erpretation of outPl't are
discussed. MTClIM is available on the Forest Service' s
Data General System and on IBM and IBM -compatible
systems.
Evaluation of model outputs (solar radiation, air tempera lure. relative humidity, and precip itation) are presented by
comparing MTCLIM-predicted data with observed data.
These tests were run using observed data from up to nine
d~ferent sites not used in developing the model. Resuhs of
these evaluations show that MTCLIM predicts daylight aver·
age and maximum air temperatures with an accuracy of 4 OF
(~ >0.86) and minimum temperatures with an accuracy of
6 OF (~>0 . 56) . Predictions of solar radiation are accurate
to 100 W/m'1 (~ >0.50) and relative humidity to 11 percent
(~>0 . 43) . Precipitation predictions are accurate within 0. 15
inches (~>0.49) when two base slatK>ns are used. Adjust ments to coefficients are discussed relative to these evaluations Jnd how the valu es might be changed to relied
dillerent conaltions from the Northern Rocky Mountains
wher. MTCLIM was developed.
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adjacent mountainous sites. Accuracy of extra polation decreases 8 S distanc~ (h~ri
zontal) between a base station and study site increases, because of changes 10 aIr
masses. cloud cover, and preci pitation . Selection of representative base stations is
discussed in the section describing creation of input files.

Model Components

A flowchart of the model components ofMTCLlM is shown in figure I. Daily meteorological data are received from the base station. Input requirements are daily
maximum and minimum air temperature and precipitation. Dewpoint is used if
available. Site topographic factors are then required for the site for which meteorological data are to be extrapolated. These site factors and base station data are .
then used by MTCLIM to predict incoming solar radiation, air temperature, humIdity, and precipitation at the site (fig. I). The details ofthe procedure will be discussed rur each of the subroutines.

Definition of
Variables

Typically in climatic work, 24·hour averages. totals. and maximum and minimum
values have been used to exp ress solar radiation, air temperature and hum idity,
and precipitation. Because a major objective of building this model was to provide
inputs to ecological models for predicting plant growth, we defined daylength in
terms of the plant processes affected. For example, daylength for photosynthesis
and transpiration is more exactly defined as the period of time when the light com·
pensation point is exceeded, rather than sunrise to sunset. We have set this light
compensation point at ',il W/m' in this model. Thus, daily total radiation can be
calculated for either this truncated daylight period or the sunrise to sunset period.
The sunrise to sunset peri od can result in a daylength 20 percent longer than the
truncated daylength.
Rather than the typical average temperature (max- min + 2), we have used a daylight average temperature, which is th e average temperature from sunrise to sun·
set. Many of the physiological processes of plants are more closely rela ted to the
daylight period. Calculation of daylight average temperature will be discussed un ·
der the air temperature subroutine. In addition, maximum and minimum te rn·
perature are calculated. The daylight period is also used for the relative humidity
parameter.

Time Scales of
Prediction

The time scale ofMTCLIM is daily, chosen mainly because synoptic data are
most readily available in this form . Additionally, we have found a I-day time step
to be an appropriate compromise for ecological modeling between the higher resolution hourly time ste ps that require large climatic data files (Knight and others
1985; Running 1984b), and longer time scales, weekly, monthly, or yea rly, that progressively average out climatic fluctuation s and mi scalculate hydrologic partitions
of the ecosystem (Nema ni and Running 1985). For some uses, however, week ly,
biweekly, or eve n monthly time steps may be adequate. Data for longer time steps
can be obtained from MTCLIM by running the model for the daily time step and
then averaging the output for the desi red period.

Units of
Measurement

Maximum flexibility is provided by allowing for input data for the base station
and output data to be ex pressed in English units (O F, inches , etc.) or the International System (SI) units (OC, centimeters, etc.). In addition, days can be ex pressed
as a Julian date or by month and day. Details for specifying the desired units are
discussed in the sections describing creation of the input and output files.

Description of
Subroutines

The four meteorological va ri ables predicted by MTCLIM : oir tempe rature, incorn·
ing solar radiation, humidity. and precipitation are calculated by separate subrou·
tines. We do not consider wind conditions, partly because energy and gas exchange
by conifer needles is insensitive to windspeed beyond a r ather low th reshold (i.e., 5
cmfs) (Smith 1980), and partly beca us e general climatological principles for ex·
trapolation in mountains are not available.

INTRODUCTION
This p:::.,er presents the logic and equations of 8 mountain microclimate simulator (MTCLlM) that is designed to extrapolate routine National Weather Service
(NWS) data to a<ljacent mountainous terrain. Typically, meteorological data are
measured at city airports in valley bottoms and are not available for mountainous

terrain.

Other papers (Running and Hungerford 1983; Running and others 1987) have
reported on initial tests of extrapolation and the use ofMTCLlM for ecological modeling. Originally the model was designed to interface with ecological models, but we
have restructured some parts to make it useful for other purposes. This paper presents the modifications and results of further testing by comparing model outputs
with observed data . We also describe how to use the model, including some specific
applications.
The paper is divided into the following sections:
I. Description ofMTCLIM and the model components.
2. Executing MTCLIM, including a description of inputs and outputs tailored for
Data General and IBM-PC systems.
3. Evaluation ofthe model outputs using predicted vs. observed regression
analysis.
4. Applying MTCLlM as a management tool.

DESCRIPTION OF MTCLIM
Hase Station
Inputs

The mountain microclimate simulator (MTCLIM) extrapolates meteorological
variables from a point of measurement (referred to as the "base" station) to the
study ·site- ~f interest, making corrections for differences in elevation, slope, and
aspect between the base station and the site. The first step in using MTCLlM is to
determine the appropriate synop tic meteorological database. The Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS)
(Furman and Brink 1975) has an extensive network of stations throughout the forested region of the Western United States, but operates only during the summer fire
months. Remote Automated Weather Stations (RAWS) are being established in
mountainous areas throughout the West, but the data are not routinely available to
users outside the Federal agencies (Warren and Vance 1981), and many operate
only during the summer months. Another source, and the one we used in developing MTCLIM, is the Climatological Data summary compiled by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Climatic Center,
Asheville, NC. These stations, operated by the National Weather Service (NWS),
are usually located at major airports.
Data for NWS stations are compiled monthly for each State, giving daily air temperature and precipitation at secondary stations; a nd dewpoint. cloud cover, sunshine duration, windspeed, and other variables at major airport stations. MTCLIM
use. vertical (elevation-related) corrections to extrapolate from NWS stations to
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Solar Radiation-Estimating daily incoming solar radiation proved to be difficult because most NWS stations in Montana do not directly measure incoming
radiant energy. NWS data collected are from semiquantitative ·sWlshine
recorders" or qualitatively from observers' cloud cover estimates. After attempting
to work with these data to estimate incoming solar radiation (RWlning and
HWlgerford 1983; Satterlund and Means 1978), we decided to use the algorithm of
Bristow and Campbell (1984) that relates diurnal air temperature amplitude to atmospheric transmittance. Their analysis requires only daily maximum and mini·
mum air temperatures and precipitation. This algorithm (see appendix D) appears
to be accurate, having been tested on three sites ranging from maritime to continental climates and accounting for 70 to 90 percent of the variability in daily incoming radiation on these sites. We first compute clear sky transmissivity for the
elevation of the site of interest , assuming clear sky transmittance at mean sea level
is 0.65, and increasing O.OOBlm of elevation. Final atmospheric transmissivity is
then calculated as an exponential function of diurnal temperature amplitude of the
base station (Bristow and Campbell 1984). This procedure 3ccounts for clouds, water vapor, pollutants, and other atmospheric factors that reduce clear sky
transmissivity.
Next, a potential radiation model derived from the logic of Garnier and Ohmura
(1968), BulTo and others (1972), and Swift (1976) is used to calculate direct and diffuse solar radiation. This model accounts for site differences in latitude, slope, and
aspect, and it truncates the direct beam solar irradiance by cast and west horizons,
rather than assuming a flat horizon . Potential above·atmosphere radiation is reduced by calculated atmospheric transmissivity to produce a final estimate of incoming solar radiation for the site. The poter,tial radiation model is also run for an
equivalent nat surface at the site elevation to generate a ratio of nat surface to
slope radiation absorbed. This ratio is used for a<ljusting air temperature esti·
mates at the site. Finally, the daylength is computed by the radiation submodel for
each day. Daylength is computed either for sunrise to sunset or for the period that
incoming solar radiation exceeds a threshold of70 W/m'. This is a threshold for
conifer stomatal opening, tran spiration, and positive net photosynthesis (PSN)
used to describe the operational environment of trees (Jarvis and Leverenz 1983).
This threshold number can be easily changed for different types of vegetation and
produces an operational day length approximately 85 percent of sunrise to sunsel
If this threshold is not invoked, total sunrise to sunset solar radiation is computedDetails of the transmissivity and radiation subroutines are shown in appendix D
and the MTCLIM code (appendix A).
Air Temperature-Daylight average air temperature is estimated by assuming
the diurnal temperature trace to be a sine form, with the maximum a nd minimum
points given by data from the base station . Integrati ng the sine function over three
quadrants (Parton and Logan 1981) yields the following equation for daylight
weighted average air temperature:
(I)

where :

T.ve
T mean

= weighted average daylight air te mperature

= arithmetic mean (T

maJI.

+ T min)

+

2 for a day

TEMCF = coefficient to adjust daylight average temperature.
Details of the sine form assumption are shown in appendix B.
Daylight average air temperature is then corrected for elevation using a general
lapse rate of 3.5 °F/I ,OOO ft for summer, redu ced by 10 percent on clear days, and
increased by 10 percent on cloudy days (Fink lin 1983). This lapse rate is close to
published values (3.0 to 4.0 °F/ I,OOO fl.) for western mountains (Baker 1944;
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Finklin 1983, 1986). The classification of clear and cloudy days is based on the ratio
of potential to actual radiation as computed by the model. Days that have ratio
values Ie •• than 0.5 are treated as c1ourly. The ratio of slope/flat surface radiation
computed in the radiation submodel is used as a multiplier to adjust air tempera.

Dewpoint, either measured or estimated from the base station minimum tem-

perature, is then corrected using an elevational lapse rate of 1.5 °F/l ,OOO n, modified slightly to account for radiation load (Fi nklin 1983).
Finally, the estimated dewpoint for the site is combined with the estimated air
temperature to derive daylight averages of relative humidity using equations of
Murray (1967). The humidity equations are given in appendix G and in the program code (appendi x A).

ture for differences between slopes receiving different radiant energy inputs.
This simple approach increases the air temperature on 8 south-facing slope and

decreases temperature on a north-facing slope relative to a flat surface at the same
elevation. But the magnitude of the temperature differential is a function of the
characteristics of the energy exchange surfaces of the slopes (McNaughton and
Jarvis 1983). Bare slopes can have maximum surface temperature differentials
exceeding 18 OF (Parker 1952), but closed canopy forests may exhibit virtually no
slope -related differences in sunace temperature when the surface is an actively

Precipitation-In mountai nous terrain, precipitation is highly variable in both
timing and duration. We felt a mech anistic submodel at • daily time step was not
possible within the scope of this work (Finklin 1983). As a simple alternative, we
use a ratio of annual precipitation of the site to two base stations. The model will

transpiring canopy (Kaufmann 1984; Sader 1986). Consequently, the predicted temperature is adjusted by a multiplier based on the leaf area index of the .tudy site.

run using only one base station . Site annual precipitation is estimated from
annual isohyet maps whil e base station annual precipitation is obtained from

For example, if a south.facing surface of LAI = 1.0 receives twice the incoming ra-

long-tenn averages for the base stations used. The sitelbase station ratios are
multiplied by measured base station precipitation and averaged to obtain daily precipitation estimates for the study site. Equations are shown in appendix F and in
the Rain subroutine in the program code (appendix A).

diation of a flat surface, air temperature is increased by 3.6 OF, but the same site
with a LAI = 5.0 would have no temperature increase. The temperature calculation
is written generally

8S:

T... - T,a • «SE - BE)ll,OOO) + (RADRAT) (1-SI.AIJMLAI)

(2a)

T". - T,a • (SE - BE)ll,OOO - lI(RADRAT) (1+SI.AIJMLAI)

(2b)

final calculated site temperature, OF or °C for south aspects
fin a l calculated site temperature, OF or °C for north aspects
Base station daylight average air temperature, OF or °C (from
equation 1)
eJevationa llapse rate correc tion, °F/ i,OOO fl.

site elevation (feet)
base station elevation (feet)
ratio of slope radiation/flat surface radia tion
site leaf area index
ma:.:imum leaf Brea index is 10
Because NWS temperatures are recorded at screen height (4.5 n), this procedure
will not estimate temperatures of bare surfaces accurately. But temperatures of evergr-een canopies are approximately equal to screen height a ir temperatures because

of the efficient turbulent mixing and vertical depth of the canopy energy-absorbing
surface (Den mead and Bradley 1985; McNaughton and Jarvis 1983). Details of the
air temperature subroutine are shown in the program code (appendix A),
~umidity-Daily dewpoint temperatures are recorded at primary NWS stations,
which proVlde a convenient starting point for humidity calculation . We assume
dewpoint to be constant for the daylight period (Kaufmann 1984) and have found
dewpoint. to be relatively constant spatially on any gi ven day ove; a relatively large
area. Th1S gtves us confidence In the horizontal extrapolation of the humidity meas.
urement (fig. 13, in appendix C). Obviously, relative humidity is not constant over
large areas because of tem perature differences. When dewpoint data are not
available, we assume that the night minimum temperature is equal to the daily
dewpolnt. We tested the relation ship between night minimum temperature and
dewpoint with two data sets (fig. 14, in appendix C). This logic deteriorates in arid
environments whe re dewp()int is not reached regu larly. yet even in dry central
Montana a strong relationship exists between night minimum temperature and

dewpoint.

EXECUTING MTCLIM

Location of the
Program.

The program is written in FORTRAN and is currently availa ble on the Forest
Service Data a..neral System and on fl oppy disks for IBM-compatible personal
computers. Copies of th e program can be obtained by contacti ng the authors.

Creating Input
Files

The program requires two input files for execution and a third fil e for the output.
The initialization file, INIT.DAT, iden tifies the na mes of the base station fil e and
the output fil e and contains infor mation about the base station(s) and the site. The
second input, base station fil e, contai ns data for the selected base station(s).
Initialization File (INIT.DAT)-This fil e initializes the progra m with the infonnation that is essential for running MTCLIM . The fonnat set up (table 1) shows
input identified by the headings. The user can identify this fil e as INIT.DAT or
may use any name and fil e extension. The first two lin es are for comments . Data

are entered into column s 1 to 12 in capital letters. Columns 13 and up are reserved for comments. The first input asked for is the name of the fil e that contains
the base station data. The fil e can be identified using the appropriate fil e designations for th e machi ne being used. The output fil e name is identified in the same
manner. Output from the model is put in this output fil e.
The remaining input values are discussed below by output and input options,
base station ch aracteristics, site cha racteri stics, and mod el adjustm ents .

Out put and Input Options-Th e output a nd input options for MTCLIM are
specified in lines 5 to II of the initialization fil e (table 1). Input and output units
are identified here. Also the number of days to be extrapolated and options for input data are identified here.
UNITS

This in put (l ine 5) identifies whether the data in the base
station fil e identifi ed above is in English (E) uni ts (temperatu re in degrees Fahrenh ei t and precipitation in in ches) or

SI (S) units (temperature in degrees Celsius and precipitation in centi met ers).

DEWPOINT

Thi s inp ut id entifies whether or not dew point temperatures
a re supplied in tL e base station data fil e. Enter a Y (yes) or

N (no). If dew point is not supplied the progra m will use
minimum tempe ra tures to estimate de wpoint.

NO. PPT
STATIONS

Enter 1 if t here a re data for on ly one precipitation
station in th e base station fil e, or 2 if data for two stations
are used .

T.W. 1-Format for initialization (INIT.DAT) file used to initialize the MTCUM program. Name of files for base station input data and
the output liJe are identified. Base station and site characteristics are also input along with values for several model
parameters

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

KTCLIK INITIALIZATION DATA FILE : USE LINES 1 AND 2 FOR COKHENTS
COKHENT LINE (CONT'D)
MS083 . IN
INPUT DATA FILE (INDICATE UNITS IN THIS SPACE)
KS083 . 00T
OUTPUT DATA FILE
E *
ENGLISH (TEMPS : F AND PPT:INCHES ) OR SI (C & CK) UNITS . (E OR S)
N
DEW POINT TEMPERATURE SUPPLIED (Y OR N)
1
NOKBER OF PPT STATIONS (lOR 2) IF 2 THEN USE 2 ISOHYETS BELOW
N
USE TllRESHOLD RADlTATION (Y OR N)
A
TOTAl ')R AVERAGE RADIATION (T OR A)
Y
USE YEARDAY(JULIAN) IN PLACE OF MORTH & DAY (Y OR N)
172
NDAYS
INTEGER VARIABLE; ALL THE REST ARE REAL
46 . 9
LATITUDE
6000 . 0
SITE ELEVATION (METERS FOR SI OR FEET FOR ENGLISH)
3190.0
BASE ELEVATION (METERS FOR SI OR FEET FOR ENGLISH)
000 . 0
SITE ASPECT 0 to 360 degrees (0 - NORTH ; 180 - SOUTH )
00 . 0
SITE SLOPE (PERCENT)
1. 0
SITE LAI (ALL SIDED)
18 . 0
SITE ISOHYET (PRECIPITATION)
12 . 0
BASE ISOHYET STATION 1
00 . 0
BASE ISOHYET STATION 2 (OPTIONAL) SEE NOKBER OF PPT STATIONS
2 . 00
SITE EAST HORIZION (DEGREES)
5 . 00
SITE WEST HORIZION (DEGREES)
0.2
SITE ALBEDO ( . 2 - 20%)
0 . 65
TRABCF (SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSIVITY)
0 . 45
TEMPCF (TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FOR SINE APPROX)
3.5
TEMP LAPSE RATE
(DECREES / 1000 METERS)
4 .0
LASPE RATE FOR KAXIKUK TEMPERATURE
(DEGREES / 1000 M OR FT)
2.0
LAPSE RATE. FOR MINIKUK TEMPERATURE
(DEGREES / 1000 M OR FT)
1. 5
DEW LAPSE RATE
(DECREES / 1000 M OR FT)

*

Enter data in co1um. 1 - 12 .

Letters should be in caps .

RADIAT IO N
THRESHOLD

If the output is wa nted using the 70 W /m' threshold, ente r
Y (yes); if sunrise to sunset radiation values are wanted en-

Ba.., Station Characteristics and Selection-Selection of the primary base
station to use for MTCLIM is not too critical, except that the data should be of high
quality. As noted previously, we used NWS stations because they are fairly well
distributed and the data are readily available. Other stations, such as fire weather
stations, RAWS, and other sources can be used if data are available for the desired
time period. Extrapolations by MTCLIM will likely be more accurate the closer the
base station is to the site. A secondary base station may be used for precipitation
data. This station should also be as close to the site as possible, but in the opposite
direction from the site as the first base station . More details about selection of this
station are discussed in the seclion evaluating the precipitation estimates (page
00). Values for the following parameters are for the primary base station unless
noted otherwise.
This input is in degrees and tenths of degrees on line 12. latiLATITUDE
tude is often available with the data, or can be obtained from
maps.

BASE-ELEV

BASEl-ISO

BASE2-ISO

Long-term ave rage annual precipitation (inches or centimeters)
for the secondary base station Oine 20). Ifnot part of the documentation for the station, a value can be obtained from isohyet
maps prepared by the Soil Conservation Service. Enter 0.0 if
MTCLIM is run using on ly the primary station.

Site Characteristics-Th e site being modeled by MTCLIM can be a specific
stand or other designated area, but the site characteristics should be consistent
across the area. For example, major differences in elevation , slope, aspect, or Leaf

Area Index (LAI) within one site would require the user to consider the area as different sites.
Elevation in feet or meters (line 13). This is readily available
SITE-ELEV
from topogra phic maps.
SITE-ASPECT

Aspect in degrees from north (O· ) can be measured ei ther onsite
or obtained from topographic maps (line 15).
Slope as percent a nd measured on the site Oine 16). Slope can
also be estimated from topographic maps.

TOTAL OR
AVERAGE
RADIATION

If solar radiation output (writte n to the output file)
is desired as a dai ly total (kJ/ m') enter T. If a n
average rate (W / m2) is wanted enter A.

SITE-SLOPE

YEAR DAY OR
MONTH AND DAY

If input data (base station fil e) uses Julia n day, rather
than month and day, enter Y (yes); oth erwi se enter N (no).
Setting this switch also specifies how day will be expressed
in the output file.

SITE-LA!

N DAYS

Number of days that MTCLIM wi ll make predictions for.
This number can be less tha n the number of records in the
base station input file, but not more or the progTom will

Long-term average annual precipitation (inches or centimeters)

for the primary base station (line 19). Ifnot part of the documentation for the ; tation , a value can be obtained from isohyet maps
prepared by the Soil Conservation Service.

te r N (no).

abo rt.

Elevation of the base station in feet or meters (line 14). Ifnot
part of the station documentation , it can be estimated from topographic maps.

LAI (Leaf Area Index ) is a dimensionless value that represents
square meters of leaf area per square meter of ground sl'nace

(line 17). LAI is a physiological estimate of canopy coverage.
Estimates of LAI can be made from stand basal area using equations (Kaufmann and others 1982; Hungerford 1987) or using
in struments (Pierce a nd Running 1988). Figure 2 shows a relatio n, hip between basal area and LAl for several species, which

can be used to estimate LAI. This relationship is not a vailable
for other species but Douglas-fl r, grand fi r, and western hemlock
would be simila r to Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir; ponderosa pine would be si milar to lodgepole, but the slope would be
sli ght ly higher.
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Model Adjuatmen_The model is atljusted by changing the values for the
coefficients in the initialization file (lines 24-29). These coefficients atljust clear
sky transmissivity, daylight average temperature amplitude, and temperatureelevational relationships. The following discussion describes the parameters, gives
starting values, and suggests values for different conditions.
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TEMCF

SITE-ISO

Average an nual precipitation isohyet (inches) for the .ite can be obtained from isohyet maps prepared by the Soil Conservation Service if specific data are not available (line 18).

EAST-HORZ
WEST-HORZ

These are angles to the east (line 21) and west (line 22) horizons
that are used to truncate direct beam solar irradiance due to
blocking by ridges or timber edges. They can be measured degrees
on site or obtained from topographic maps (see appendix E).

SALBDO

Albedo for the site represents thp. amount (percent) of solar radiation reflected by the surface back into the atmosphere (line 23).
The value changes with the type of surface material on the site.
Some typical values for different materials are given in the following tabulation (Fowler 1974; Lowry 1969; Rosenberg 1974):
Surface

Elevationallapse rate used for the daylight average temperature calculations. We used a value of3.5 °F/1,OOO It (6.4 °C/1,OOO m) for western Montana. This value is based on weather data (Finklin 1983,
1986). If data from other locations indicate a different value, TLAPSE
can be changed.

MAXLAP

Elevationa) lapse rate used for maximum temperature calculations.
We used a value of 4.5 °F/l,OOO It (8.2 °Cll,OOO m) for western Montana which is based on Finklin (1983, 1986). This rate seems to represent an average between mountain and canyon stations during the
summer period. Lapse rates are different during the winter (Finklin
1983, 1986). If data from other locations indicate a different value,
MAXLAP can be changed.

MINLAP

Elevationallapse rate used for minimum temperature calculations.
Information for our area suggested that lapse rates are from 1.8 to
3.3 °F/l,OOO t\ (3.3 to 6.0 °CII ,OOO m). (Finklin 1983, 1986). Our
unpublished data suggest different rates, depending on whether a site
is on a mountain slope, a creek bottom, or a mountain basin. Our results indicate that a value of 0 to 2.0 °F/l,OOO It (0 to 3.8 °c/1,OOO m)
is appropriate, when moving from valley bottom base stations '.0

Albedo
10-20
20-35
10-30
5-15
6-11
20
20-25
36
2
80-95

Turbidity of the atmosphere due to dust, pollutants, and atmospheric
constituents such 8S ozone, oxygen, water vapor, and clouds, ca\'se the
variable attenuation of radiation by influencing transmissivity. Thus,
TRANCF may be as low as 0.40 at sea level under turbid conditions
and as high as 0.80 under very clear conditions at high elevations
(Gates 1980). Since the model calculates transmissivity changes due
to moisture and clouds, the other factors need to be accounted for. If
information is available to suggest a value different from 0.65 for your
area, it should be changed. Also, the value of the coefficient can be
changed if the information is lUll available, but a value different from
0.65 is su- :>ected because outputs from this mode) are different from
observed values. This is discussed more later in the section discussing
evaluation ofMTCLIM.
Daylight average coefficient is used in the equation for calculating
daylight average temperature (equation I, page 4). This coefficient
atljusts the daylight average temperature above the daily mean. For
the western Montana area, where this model was developed, a coefficient value of 0.45 worked well for all sites. This value is input in the
initialization ()NIT.DAT) file and can be changed if desired. For sites
and base stations where the diurnal temDerature curve more closely
approximates the sine function, the value ofTEMCF will be lower.
Assuming the sine wave approximation, the value ofTEMCF is 0.212.
Measured temperature data can be used to evaluate TEMCF for a
given locale if they are available. See appendix B for details.

TLAPSE

P~rctnt

Forest canopy
Soils
Rock
Peat
Needles and litter (dry)
Bark
Grass
Chips
Charcoal
Snow

Clear sky transmissivity at sea level is needed to calculate solar radiation and atljust for cloud cover. For our tests, we assumed TRANCF to
be 0.65 and increase it as elevation increases. This value is based on
Gates (1980) and Bristow and Campbell (1984) and our testing of the
model. It is selected from the range of possible values and is realistic
for western Montana.
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mountain slope sites. Lapse Tates from valley bottom stations to basin,
mountain meadows, OT cTeek bottoms seem to be 8.0 to 10.0 °F/1,OOO f\
(14.6 to 18.2 °C/1,OOO m) fOT a modeTate incTease in elevation . In September and October, an inversion takes place and minimum temperatUTes aTe 2.0 to 4.0 °F/1 ,OOO f\ (3.8 to 7.5 °C/1,OOO m) warmer than valley bottom base stations. MOTe in-depth discussion of these lapse Tates
is found later in the model evaluation section .
DEWLAP

T .,.. 2-Sampte input dalll file tor base station. Headings show tho inputs .n~ ...,d the
•
units. In a1Ialing Iha ~Ie , headngs win nol be in~l This .sample II for ~Iy 1 month.
In an ectu8I run thn8 data wil need 10 cover Ihe lime period 10 be predic18d

Temp....
110'

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
'1
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Base Station Data-This file contains meteoTological data fOT the primary base
station and pTecipitation data fOT the secondary base station, if desiTed. Table 2
shows the input vaT: bles and a sample of data. It is not important what columns
the variables aTe in as long as they aTe in the oTder shown and have at least one
blank column sepaTating the vaTiables.
Month is entered 8S a numeric value from 1 to 12.

DAY

Day of the month is entered 8S 8 numeric value.

(JDAY)

Julian Day can be used instead of month and day. The
method used is indicated on line 10 in the initialiZl ~ ; on file.

(MAX)

This is maximum temperature (OF or °e) observed for each
day at the base station. Values can be input in whole degrees.

MINIMUM TEMP
(MIN)

This is minimum temperature (OF or °e) observed for each
day at the base station. Values can be input in whole degrees.

DEWPOINT
(DEWPT)

If dewpoint data aTe used, they aTe enteTed as OF OT °C.
Values can be input in whole degrees. If dewpoint is not used,
nothing is entered and the pTogram will Tead precipitation as
the next variable.

MAXIMUM TEMP

IIAX

'ur.

Pt.clpllatlon'

IIIN

O.

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

78
81
70
73
71

77
84
80
81
73
83
75
68

59
75
85
76
74
80

80
90
97
92
87
88
87
89
92
87
92
89

DEWPl'

BASE.

BASE2'

__ __ IncN _ _ _ _

__ _ OF' ___

Elevationallapse Tate fOT dewpoint used fOT calculating Telative humidity. Finklin (983) Teports this value as 1.5 °F/1,OOO f\ (2.7 °C/1 ,OOO m)
for westeTn Montana. This is likely to change fOT otheT Tegions; thus it
should be adjusted.

MONTH

DAY'

45
50
54
50
51
48
47
56

49
49
43
55
50
45
51
46
'8
46
46
47
49
53
61
50
53
52
51
50
56

48
46

0
0.34
.37
,03
.18
.02
0
0
.10
0
0
.23
.18
.09
,01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.03

0
0
0.30
.30
.15
.06
0
0
.10
0
0
0
.13
.05
.19
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

' EnlBr pl'9cipftalkln as inches or centimeters and specify which in initial!zati?" file.
IJulian day may be used insll9ad 01 month and day The method usad In thiS lilo must be
.
'If ctewpoint is not used. nothing is entered. Precipitation will start in these corumns mste~.
data for a second base station are not used. zoroes must be entered or tho program WIlt

indeaIed on line 10 of the initialization file .

PRECIPITATION

BASEl
PRECIPITATION

BASE2

MTCLIM Output
File

Daily precipitation fOT the primary base station in inches
or centimeters. If there is no precipitation, enter O.
Daily precipitation fOT the secondary base station in inches
or centimeters. If there is no precipitation, enter O. If 8
second base station is not used, enteT all O's.

.'f

a~~ units printed out will depend on whether Engli sh or 51 units are specltiod in the initializa·
tionfile.

The pTogram output is pTinted in tabular form (table 3), with values fOT SOlaT Tadiation, tempeTatuTe, humidity, and pTecipitation pTesented by month and day or
Julian day. The numbeT of days in this file are based 011 the numbeT of days specified in the initialization (INIT.DAT) file. If aveTages fOT otheT time periods 00 days,
monthly, etc.) are desired, these data can be summarized fTom the predicted data in
this file. Statistics concerning variation can be calculated, if desiTed. The pTogram
prinlo a copy of the initializ3tion ((NIT.OAT) file befoTe pTinting the output. This
helps keep track of the values used fOT each run .

II

12

T.We '-!':I,' i, _,Ampte of the MTCLIM output with

valu&~ lor

the month of July. The program

(85

shown here

WbIIiz.oon (INIT.OAT) fie at the top to make it easy to identify the inpu1 valuea for each run

rints the
)P

DATE

IITCLIII OUTPUT FILE
A LISTING OF INITIALIZATION FILE FOLLOWED BY OUTPUT :
IITCLIN INITIALIZATION DATA FILE: AMBROSE SOUTH 1983 SITE WITH
MISSOULA NVS STATION USED FOR BASE STATION DATA
INPUT DATA FILE (TEMPS IN DEGREES F)
OUTPUT DATA FILE
ENGLISH (TEMPS:F AND PPT : INCBES ) OR SI (C & CH) UNITS. (E OR S)
E
DEW POINT TEMPERATURE SUPPLIED (Y OR N)
N
NUMBER OF PPT STATIONS (lOR 2) IF 2 THEN USE 2 ISOHYETS BELOW
1
USE
THRESHOLD RADITATION (Y OR N)
N
TOTAL OR AVERAGE RADIATION (T OR A)
A
USE YEARDAY(JULIAN) IN PLACE OF KONTH & DAY (Y OR N)
Y
NDAtS
IIITEGER VARIABLE; ALL THE REST ARE REAL
15
46 . 9
LATITUDE
SITE
ELEVATION
(METERS FOR SI OR FEET FOR ENGLISH)
6000.0
BASE ELEVATION (METERS FOR SI OR FEET FOR ENGLISH)
3190 . 0
SITE ASPECT 0 to 360 degree. (0 - NORTH; 180 - SOUTH)
000.0
00 . 0
SITE SLOPE (PERCEIIT)
SITE LAI (ALL SIDED)
1.0
SITE ISOBTET (PRECIPITATION)
18 . 0
BASE ISOBTET STATION 1
12 . 0
BASE ISOBYET STATION 2 (OPTIONAL) SEE NUMBER OF PPT STATIONS
00 .0
SITE EAST HORIZION (DEGREES)
0 . 00
SITE VEST HORIZION (DEGREES)
10 .0
0 .2
SITE ALBEDO ( . 2 - 20%)
TRANCF (SEA LEVEL ATHOSPHERIC TRANSMISSIVITY)
0 . 65
TEMPCF (TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FOR SINE APPROX)
0.45
TEMP LAPSE RATE
(DEGREES / 1000 M OR PT)
3. 5
LASPE RATE FOR MAXINUM TEMPERATURE
(DEGREES / 1000 M OR PT)
4.0
LAPSE RATI FOR KININUM TEMPERATURE
(DEGREES / 1000 M OR PT)
2. 0
DEW LAPSE RATE
(DEGREES / 1000 M OR PT)
1. 5

KS083 . IN
KS083.0UT

JDAY
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

RADIATION STEMP
r
W/II*"*2
448.32
50.
397.73
46 .
45.
457 . 38
46.
560.37
48 .
345 . 09
161 . 92
39 .
403 . 16
45 .
40
.
175 .05
135 . 20
29 .
308 . 50
35 .
36 .
451. 60
38 .
513 . 61
582 .63
44 .
46 .
569 . 53
41.
196 . 51

MAn

r
54 .
50 .
48 .
54 .
55 .
42 .
51 .
43 .
29 .
37 .
40 .
43 .
51.
54.
43 .

MINT
F
37 .
34 .
34 .
24 .
27.
28.
27 .
29 .
28 .
28 .
23 .
22 .
22 .
24 .
32 .

as
X

65 .
67 .
70 .
44 .
47 .
70 .
52 .
70.
99 .
80 .
63 .
56 .
45 .
44 .
76 .

PPT
INCHES
0.00
0 . 08
0 .00
0.00
1. 32
0 . 34
0 . 21
0 . 34
0.52
0 .03
0 .00
0 . 00
0.00
0 . 00
0.76
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This will be printed as Julian day or month and day based
on entry on line 10 of the initialization (INIT.DAT) file .

SOLAR RADIATION
(RADIATION)

Solar radiation (table 3) is expressed as either a daily
total (in kJ/m'l or an average rate for the day (in W/m'),
depending on user preference. This output win be expressed using the 70 W/m' threshold value or sunrise to
sunset values for daylength .

DAY AVERAGE
TEMP (STEMP)

Temperature averaged over the daylight hours (sunrise to
sunset). Outputs can be in degree. C or F (based on entry
on line 5 in initialization file),

MAXIMUM TEMP
(MAXT)

Daily maximum temperature can be in degrees C or F
(based on entry on line 5 in initialization file).

MINIMUM TEMP
(MINT)

Daily minimum temperature can be in degrees C or F
(based on entry on line 5 in initialization file).

HUMIDITY

Relative humidity (percent) averaged over the daylight
hours (sunrise to sur.set).

(RH)

PRECIPITATION
(PPT)

Daily total precipitation in inches or centimeters (based
on entry on line 5 of initialization file).

General Uoe-Once the initialization ((NIT.DAT) and Base Station files have
Executing MTCLIM been
created as described in the previous section, MTCLIM is ready to run, (assuming the program i. compiled on the machine being used). When the program i.
started, it will ask for the name of the initialization (INIT.DAT) file. After the file
name is given, MTCLIM will execute and put the output, as in table 3, in the file
designated in the initialization (INIT.DAT) file.
The source code and the executable program can be mailed on the Forest Service
Data General System to any system user. The source code, executable file., the initialization (INIT.DAT) file, and some help files are available on 5 I/.-inch floppy
discs for IBM and IBM compatible PC's.

EVALUATION OF MTCLIM
Procedures

To test the accuracy ofMTCLIM calculations, observed data from several sites in
western Montana were seleoted (Hungerford and Babbitt 1987; Hungerford and
Schlieter 1984; Running and others 1987). These data, which were not used to develop the equations in MTCLlM, were summarized to daylight average, maximum
and minimum air temperatures, and daily solar radiation for each of the sites. The
observed daily values were compared to daily MTCLIM predictions for May 1 to
October 31, using simple linear regression an alysis of predicted data versus observed data. Table 4 shows the characteristics of nine sites and the base stations
used in the analyses. These sites represe nt a variety of elevations and slope positions. Specific sites used to generate model output are shown in table 5. Details
for the precipitation tests are given later,

Solar Radiation

Because solar radi ation dota a re not avoiloble for all sites, our evaluations were
limited to the Ambrose S, Nin emile S. and Coram 12 (table 5) sites.
Results for the linear regression analyses of observed and predicted daily radiation are shown in table 6 for th e three sites. The slope for all three sites (0.65 to
0.78) isles. than 1.0 a nd the intercepts for all sites are greater than zero. The"
values of 0.50 to 0.55 are not as good as desired, but a re reasonable considering the
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Table ~
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dw~ticI

Silo

of lady lilBS end base stltiona

....

L.ubrech. (dMteu')
Cotam 1. ("""")
Cotam 12 (do"",,)
Cotam 33 (do......)
Am_N
Am_S
NinomiioN
Ninomilo S
SchwatIz N

DI.l.Inoe 10

Slope

Degree.

Per"",,'

0
112
112
270
350
195
330
170

0
60
50
5
<0
50
<0
50
<0
0
0

<0

0
0

Kaispoll Ba ..
Misrouto Bare

Benl50n

F"",

' .000

'.' .350
3._
6.000
6.000
5.600
5.600
5.000
2.965
3,190

. . . . . . don
Miles
32
15
15
1!,
32
32
15
25
19
0
0

at Coram 12. Figure" shows the daily eomparison of predieted and observed solar
radiation for the Ninemile site. Only 2 out of every 3 days are plotted. The close·
ness of the lin.. indieate that predieted and observed solar radiation values are
close for most days.
Evaluation of outlying valu.. and residuals in figure 3 indieated that most over·
predietions were the result of eloudier eonditions at the mountain site than at the
base station. We frequently observed that when it was partly eloudy at valley loea·
tions, elouds were staeked up against the mountains; thus, predietions using base
station data in valley bottoms will overprediet at mountainous sites. Analysis of
underpredietions revealed that these oeeurTed on days when weather was chang·
ing; thus, the temperature amplitude was small. As a result, the model simulated
cloudy skies when skies were adually clear; thus, the predicted radiation is low
(see appendix A for details of ealeulation).
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variation in cloud eover between the base stations and sites. Figure 3 shows a plot
of predieted vs. observed daily radiation for Ambrose S eompared to the 1: 1 line. It
shows that the model overpredieta for eloudy days and underprediets for clear days.
When the intereepta for the regression are foreed through the origin, the slopes are
much closer to 1.0 (table 6). In this eonstrained regre.sion, the standard error of the
estimate increases slightly and,. drops (table 6). Although the statisties are not
qu ite as good for the eonstrained regr..sion, having the intereept through the origin
is mueh more realistic. This analysis shows that we slightly underestimated radia·
tion at Ambrose S (fig. 3) and Ninemile S, while the model overestimated rsdiation
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Prediction. of radiation from this model using data from valley bottom stations
are reasonably accurate when averaged over a season, but daily predicted values
can be quite dift'erent from observed values. Predictions can be improv."d signifi.
cantly if base station input data are used from a mountain location or a site very
close to the site being predicted (Bristow and Campbell 1984). This would reduce
the errors introduced by differences in cloud cover from valley bottom to mountain
sites. Underprediction errors relRliting from small temperature amplitudes that
predict cloud cover when it is actually clear will be created by MTCUM regardless
of choice ofbsse station. Fortunately this situation occurs infrequently.

Temperature

Evaluations of the temperature predictions are also made usins: linear regression
analysis of predicted and observed temperatures. Analyses of day average and
maximum and minimum temperature will be discussed separately.

Daylipt Averace Temperatur&-Results of the predicted vs. observed regressions are given in table 7 for day average temperature on all nine sites. Overall, accuracy is about 4 OF, with intercepts from 0.5 to 2.3, slope. from 0.83 to 1.03, and ,..
ranging from 0.87 to 0.93. A typical plot of predicted vs. observed points about the
1:1 line is shown in figure 5. A small but consistent bias of overestimating low temperatures and underestimating higher temperatures is evident in these statistics,
and was caused by the lapse rate chosen (3.5). But the lapse rate that was chosen
appears to be the best compromise for our study area. Other lapse rates would
cause greater errors at the higher or lower temperatures. Figure 6 shows a comparison of observed and predicted daylight average temperatures for Ninemile S.
Only 2 out of every 3 days is plotted. The closene.. of the lines indicate that predicted and observed temperature values are close for most days. Standard errors of
the estimate (table 7) for the predicted and observed regressions range from 1.6 to
2.1°C.
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Mal<imum Temperature-Results of the predicted vs. observed regressions for
maximum temperature are given in table 8 for five sites. Overall, accuracy is about
4 of, with intercepts fTom ~.69 to 2.6, slopes fTom 0.91 to 1.03, and r ranging fTom
0.86 to 0.94. A typical plot of nredictd , • . observed points about the 1:1 line is
shown in figure 7. A small but consistent bias of overestimating low temperatures
and underestimating higher temperatures is also evident in these statistics. As
with the daylight average temperatures, this is caused by the lapse rate chosen
(4.5). In some situations a lapse rate of up to 7.0 °F/l,OOO ft may be appropriate.
The lapse rate of 4.5 °F/l,OOO It. however, seems to be the best compromise for our
study area in general. Figure 8 shows a comparison of observed and predicted maximum temperatures. Only lout of every 2 days is plotted. The closeness of the lines
indicate that predicted and observed temperature values are close for most days.
Standard errors of the estimate (table 8) for the regressions are 1.6 to 2.4.
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Minimum Temperature-Due to the effect of frost pockets, cold air drainage,
and temperature inversions, prediction of minimum temperatures was difficult.
Information for our area (Finklin 1983) suggested that the lapse rate for minimum
temperatures is between 1.8 and 3.3 °F/l,OOO ft; therefore we chose 2.0 for our initial analysis. It became apparent right away that the accuracy of our MTCLiM
minimum temperature predictions varied from leas than 3 to 6 OF depending on site
(table 9). The lapse rate of 2.0 °F/l,OOO ft was not high enough for Lubrecht and
Coram 33, which are basin or creek bottom locations that trap cold air. In some
cases, the lapse rate was too high for slope sites. Comparison of the predicted and
observed data also revealed that lapse rates sometimes reverse after September 1.
These three situations will be discussed separately.
MTCLIM predictions at a basin location (Lubrecht) and a creek bottom station
(Coram 33) were quite close to observed temperatures when a lapse rate of 10 °FI
1,000 ft was used (table 9). At Lubrecht the intercept is close to zero and the slope
is nearly 1.0 and r = 0.91. At Coram 33 the r is 0.70, with the intercept at-1.1
and the slope at 0.98. These statistics suggest thnt the lapse rate is a little high
at Coram 33; it may be closer to 8.0 °F/l,OOO ft. Because both of these stations are
only 1,000 feet in elevation above the valley bottom base stations, a lapse rate of
10 °F/l,OOO ft may predict temperatures lower than observed at locations with
greater elevation differences relative to the base station. In the event that data
from a slope base station are input to MTCLIM to predict minimum temperatures
in a creek bottom or basin location, the lapse rate of 10 °F/l,OOO ft is appropriate.
MTCLiM predictions on mountain slopes using lapse rates of 0 to 2.0 °F/l,OOO ft
are reasonably close to observed temperatures. Results of regressions from Coram
12, Ambrose N, and Ninemile S (table 9) show that the predictions using a lapse of
zero give the best compromise considering predictions over the whole range of temperatures (fig. 9). The r values 0.56 to 0.75 show that considerable daily variation
exists between predicted and observed values. The slope of these relation ships is
not as close to 1.0 as we would like (except for Ninemile S at 0.97). For our area
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T.ttIe f.....-Predic:Ied .... obserwd minimum temperatura comparisons fOl" five sites using Nnear regression
analysis. Two lapse rates 81'8 ...alyzed for each site
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Humidity

Evaluations of humidity predictions are also made using linear regression analysis of predicted and observed humidity. Results of predicted vs. observed regreosions are given in table 10 for three locations. Accuracy of predictions is about 11
percent with regression intercepts from 19.7 to 23.9, slopes from 0.50 to 0.59, and'"
from 0.43 to 0.60. Figure 10 shows that humidity is overestimated at low humidity
and underestimated at high humidity, which is also indicated by the intercepts
being greater than zero and the slopes less than 1.0. This pattern is partly a consequence of the tendency of the model to underpredict warmer air temperatures,
when humidity would be lowest, therefore, MTCLIM overestimates lower humidities. Overpredicted cool temperatureo convenely cause underpredicted high humiditie8. Thus, error8 in temperature predictions influence the humidity predictions. Response characteristics of different humidity sensors can also contribute to
differences. Figure 11 shows a daily comparison of predicted and observed relative
humidity. Only 2 out of every 3 days is plotted.
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these results suggest that a lapse rate between 0 and 2.0 °F/l,OOO It applied to valley bottom base stations will be adequate for predicting minimum temperatures on
slope sites from May 1 to September 1.
The analysis of predicted and observed regressions also indicates that minimum
temperature on olopeo in September and October are often warmer than at valley
bottom base otations. Our data indicate an inveroion of +2.0 to +4.0 OF. This temperature invenion period was not accounted for in our analyois (we used the whole
period from May 1 to October 31), therefore the lapse rates for minimum temperature (MINLAP) include the inversion situations. More accurate predictions would
likely result if different lapse rates were input for September and October.
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Table 12-Predicted VI . obIeMtd precipitaDon comparisons for five sites using linear regression analysis.
Resultlare giwn using 1 and 2 base sumon• • the .,nual and May through October ratios of

Precipitation

Because precipitation data were not available for all nine sites, we chose five sites
in mountainous areas that have published precipitation data. Observed data from
these five stations (table 1l) were compared with daily MTCLIM precipitation predictions UlIing linear regression analysis. Characteristics of the five sites and the
base stations used for them are shown in table 1l. Five to 6 years of observations
were used for the May through October period.
Results of the predicted versus observed regressions are given in table 12 using
one and two ba.. stations. Predictions are accurate to within 0.15 inches when two
base stations are used, with ,. values from 0.47 to 0.69. The intercepta (or these regressions were close to 0 (0.01 to 0.03) and the slopes ranged from 0.65 to 1.01,
which are reasonably close to 1.0. Standard errors o( estimates ranged from 0.1l to
0.23. If only one base station is used, ,. drops considerably (0.23 to 0.57) and standard error of the estimate increases (0.17 to 0.32). Intercepts and slopes are not
much dill'erent using one or two ba.. stations.
When a third and fourth base station were added, the amount of variation explained (r') and standard error of the estimate improved only slightly. The improvement in prediction over two base stations was not enough to justifY the inclusion of
data from additional base stations. For some of the wetter sites in the mountainous
Northern Rocky Mountain area, Finklin (1987) noted that dill'erences in precipitation compared to drier valley bottom sites are greater during the winter months
than during the growing season. The consequence of this seasonal dill'erence in pattern is that MTCLIM overestimates precipitation during the May through October
period when the annual ratio of site to base precipitation is used, Finklin (1987)
found that using a May through October ratio between site and bese station significantly improves results (table 12), Using the May through October ratio and two
base stations reduced the average percent error from + 16 percent to -4 percent, reduced the standard error of the estimate, but did not change", Although predictions are improved using the May through October ratio for the northern Rocky
Mountains, we continue to use the annual ratio to make MTCLIM more generally
applicable. We are not sure if using the May through October ratio would improve
results for other regions,
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DAYTRANSlPSN (Running 1984a, 1984b) give us a way to evaluate relative productivity of sites. Running (1984b) used a computer simula~?n for diff~rent environments to evaluate the effects or microclimate on producti".'ty: RunOl~g and
others (1987) found that small differences in weather made slgndicant dIfferences
in PSN. These PSN differences were often related to aspect. Tesch (1981) fou~~
significant differences in productivity between n~rt~ and south slo~s: The ahll.'ty
exists to evaluate site response and alternative sllVlcultural prescnptions by usmg
MTCLIM linked to growth simulation models such as FIRESUM (Keane and others
1987) and DAYTRANSlPSN (Running 1984b).
Meteorological parameters such as temperature, solar radiation, humidity, ~d
precipitation are typically very important in the mountainous west for evaluating
regeneration potential. Values for these variables ~om .MTCLIM ca,:, be help~l to
managers in selecting species for planting, evaluati~g Sl~ ,:"generatJon ~otential,
selection of cutting and regeneration methods, and Identifying problem SIteS.
Habitat types (Pfister and others 1977) are used to identify units ofl~n~ th~t are
similar based on the assumption that the vegetation integrates the vanatJon m
enviro~mental conditions. Typical weather station. are identified in the hab~tat
classifications, but, with most stations located in valley bottoms, representatIve
data are lacking for most habitat types. The MTCLIM model c?uld be used ~
study weather variations within a habitat type o~ between ha~ltat types by sImulating data for a number of locations representa~ve ofthe.desl~e~ types. Understanding some of this variability may be usefullD developing sllVlcultural
prescriptions.
.
The potential for regeneration success could be evaluated uSing Mn:LlM. Runs
of the model for sites with regeneration successes could be compared WIth runS for
sites with failures to identify critical parameters. Critical differences in heat
stress, frost, moisture stress, and radiation loads may ~ ide~tified. Upon identification of critical factors, mitigation methods should be IdentIfiable. MTCLIM may
be useful for evaluating regeneration potential of sites and aiding in formulation of
silvicultural prescriptions.

· .Result. of these analyses indicate that selection of base stations for precipitation
IS Important. Correlations between individual base stations and the five site stations varied considerably. In general, correlations decreased as distance from the
site to the base station increased. When two base stations are used, they should be
selected to be in opposite directions from the site, if possible. Base stations should
also be in the same prevailing weather path as the site location. If available data
from airport stations are not suitable, data from stations in the monthly climatological data state summaries could be useful.

USING MTCLIM AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL
In general, MTCUM has utility in situstions where weather data are needed but
observations are unavailable. MTCUM output can be used as input to existing
models or ecosys~ms, growth and yield, insect and disease behavior, regeneration,
etc., or for atudymg the causes of some past event where weather conditions need to
be reconstructed. It can also be useful to use MTCLIM to evaluate differences between sites with distinct topographic differences, and develop management alternatives based on climatic regimes.
The following categories give some suggestions of broad uses, but are by no
means exhaustive. One should always remember that output accuracy for MTCLIM
predictions must be compatible with the requirements of input accuracy of data for
the desired use.

Ecosystem
Modeling
Applications

Silviculture

It i. generally accepted that the structure and composition of western forests are
influenced by climatic and related topographic factors (Daubenmire 1956). Because
ofthi. relationship, ecological modeling applications require meteorological data as
inputs. Many ecological is.ue. focus on watersheds, to regional and even global
scal~s. Photosynthesis (PSN), evapotranspiration (ET), decomposition, and nutrient
cychng are the focus of considerable modeling efforta. In many of these applications
the ~nce of me~rological data has hindered model application, particularly in
mountalDous terram where meteorological conditions are highly variable.
Answers to questions about global climate change (Manabe and Wetherald 1980)
and global vegetation dynamics (Justice and others 1985) may be enhanced by the
use ~f meteorological data aggregated from smaller areas that are topographically
detailed. At local scales, topographic variability ofPSN and ET are being studied
(Hasler 1982; Segal and others 1985). In an earlier paper (Running and others
1987), MTCLIM output was found to be adequate for modeling of seasonal forest ET
and PSN. Values of ET and PSN calculated by MTCLIM output were within 10 percent or ET and PSN values derived from site-measured data.
A well-known ecological proce.. model (JABOWA) of plant succession (Botkin
and others 1972) uses climate variables as inputs. This model has been used to
study ecological processes and to predict tree growth and rates of succe.. ion following disturbance (Botkin 1981). Keane and others (1989) have adapted a version
(FIRESUM) of the SILVA process model (Kercher and Axelrod 1981, 1984) for use
~n the Northern Rocky Mountains. MTCLIM could be used effectively to provide
IDput data for FlRESUM to study succe..ion following fire. As more of these types
of simulation models and "expert systems" are made available, the potent;al applications for the type of meteorological data produced by MTCLIM will increa~.
~nt research on potential forest productivity or biophysical site quality
«;;Ies and others 1985; Lee and Sypolt 1974; Running 1984b; Tl\ichman 1984) use
site microclimate in varioUl ways. Some more mechanistic process simulators of
growth and yield also utilize inputs or meteorological data (Reed 1980). Outputs
ofMTCLIM may be adapted as inputs to these types of model. for locations
without measured weather data. If we a .. um. that PSN production is related to
long-teno productivity, then linkages ofMTCLlM outputs with models such as
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Fire

Weather data are very important for evaluating hazard potential, determining
fire behavior, and writing prescriptions for controlled burns. The importR,:,ce of
weather data is evidenced by the development of NFDRS (Funoan and Brink
1975) and the BEHAVE model (Andrews 1986). Many recent advances in meteoro10gic;1 tools and models (Fox and others 1985) aid the manager in obtaining inputs
to do a better job offire planning and management. While measurement systems
through NFDRS and RAWS stations (Warren and Vance 1981) supply managers
with much-needed data the expense and logistics do not allow data measurement
at all locations. We believe that MTCLIM outputs can be '>sed to fill in the "holes"
in actual weather data by extrapolating data from locations where measurement,
are available. Some of the subroutine. in MTCUM, such a. radiation and temperature may also be useful for calculating duff moisture for input into BEHAVE.
The MTeLlM model should complement the already existing methods of data collection and the fire models available to managers, particularly in region s of complex topography.

Hydrology

MTCLIM extrapolations of weather data should be very useful for evaluating
precipitation Bnd ET potential for sites without mea~ured weather data. ~valu
ations ofMTCLIM output for ET calculations (Runmng and others 1987) Ind,cate
good results. Linkages of MTCLIM to ecosystem mo~el s desc~ibed earlier for
evaluating vegetation development should also help JO assessmg treatment-related
effects on site water balance. MTCLIM outputs of solar radiation and temperature
should also be useful for evaluating site Bnd treatment differences in snowmelt.
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m.ectaand
DUeue

Weather and microclimate ditrerences are often related to insect activity
(Amman 1978). MTCLIM outputs should be helpful in asse ..ing site-specific insect
activity and linking to available insect models. Disease activity is also directly reo
lated to weather and microclimate ditrerences <McDonald and others 1987., 1987b;
Waggoner 1975); thus MTCLIM output could be valuable in asse.. ing epidemiology
of a variety offorest diseases. There is some indication that climatic stre.. (mois·
ture and temperature) is important to pathogenicity of root rot cauaed by
ArmiliDritJ spp. in the Northern Rocky Mountains <McDonald and others 1987b).
MTCLIM may be useful in helping to understand the site-disease relationships.
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IP" :

APPENDIXA: LISTING OF MTCLIM PROGRAM IN FORTRAN

PUCIPIT4TIOII loT TIll SITE. C8

CODE
U4L _.1KI8 .un .IIUV .ILlT .IASPCT • 88LOn
U4L 11_(2) .""(2). TI.AJI(3U)
U4L I I _ . I _ • ..-z. ILlI.IILU. 84LIDO
U4L 141AD. r4I4D . TLllIa. Du.na.lIIAD.
.1IIJIl.U'
U4L UUV . Tl4Kl. TIIIIPCl .IIIIJI.III.U.IIIUIID. IP" • STIlII!'
U4L 1:. cn. nc. r28
CB4l4CTII. *1 _
....1 ....2 .... 3 .. . . 4
CB4l4CTII. *12 arru. IrIU. Irru
nrnaD. 28rru
nrnaD. _n.am.J . nI4T. ru.o
LOCIIC4L 0ftJD
II.U LlI II IJ:T TO 10 . 0
D4T4 lILU/l0 . 0/

_.II.UI.U'

n.oGUII IIrCLIII

C VDBIOII 1. 0
6 - 1-"

e
e

TIIIS n.oGUII PUDIC'rS KIcaocLIIIATE COJll)ITIOIIS rol AllY SITE
OR muJftAIllOll8 TIIUAIJI CIVD IASI BUTIOR IIITIOIOLOCICAL DAU.
SITE AlID IASI BUTIOII CllAUCTD.ISTI CS . - .....

C

C OIICIIIAL CODI VJ.ITTIII IT I . I . IIEIWII
UVJ.ITTIII IT J . C. COUCIII.\II OR 4-1 - 19 . 6-1-19
KIClosorr rolTI.AJI VDBIOII 4.1 IB STAIIDAIJ). TI.AJISPOITAIU 10r.TI.AJI
11 IIrCLIII lDII8 SLOIl . TOO SLOIl . TIIIII SO SUJaOtrrIBI lAD 101
SUGGUTIOIIS 011 OlTIllIZIIIG TIlE mDIl POI. SPUD . IT CAlI II CPTIKIZED
TO lUll IB IW.F TIlE TIB IT _
'l'ADS lII1'II 4 rn ClWlCIS TO 1 DO
LOOP . SO SIII.I.OIJTIBI lAD . - JCC

C IIrCLIII lIUS/V4I.I4IUS
C ' II'IU' : 'fILl COW'I'A.I1II1IC USI £lID SITI DUCI.lPTIOilS . SU ' RUDe . DOC'
C
CODI llLOV DIlCUIIi IOU or TIlE rIUS roU4T .
C
IlIU : IBr1l'r - IASI SUTIOII CLIII4TE DAU
C
rIU STIIDCTUU : 1 LID PII. UCOU IB lUI rollll4T
TIlE OIDD or V4I.I4IUS IS POUIID IB SUIJ.OtrrIBI IU4D .
srIU : 0trrr1JT - SIlllJLt.TID SIT! CLIII4TE rru
VJ.ITTIII IB rOIlll4TT!D OUTPUT loT !Ill) or n.oGUII IIrCLIII
C
IBrru : nrnaD. flU UIIIT IIUIIID COIlllECTED TO IflU
C
C
C sm V4I.I4IUS :
C
SLlT : sm LlTI'I'UD1
C 81UV : 8ITE 1UV4TIOII IB DTIII.S
C 848PCT : 8m AlnCT DIGUU
SSLOn : SITE 8LOn I
8LlI :
8m U4l 4U4 IIIDU (4LL SIDES)
C
SIIOB : 8m lSOIIUT
C
S4lJlDO : 8m 4U1DO I
SIIIOIZ : IAIT-~
C
C
C

~:

srru :

1IUT

C 0trrr1l'r

C
C

C llOIB

nITII(*. '(// / / / / / / / / / / / / / /)')
IITCLD Vi . 0'
nITII(*.*) ,
VJ.ItI(*.*)
VJ.ItI(*,*)
4 IDJII'I4IIIOVI TIIUAIJI KIcaocLIIIATE IIIIIJLt.T01'
VJ.ItI(*,*)
COPTI.IOft 1919 . '
VJ.ItI(*,*)
VJ.ItI(*,*)
VJ.ItI(*,*)
1) IftCLIII DIllS 4 181TI4LIUTI08 flU DIlCUIIIIC '
VJ.ItI(*,*)

-- ------- -----------------,

~ZOII

TBI 1m AlID _
1T4TIOII . '
VJ.ItI(* , *)
nITII(*,*)
VJ.ItI(*, *) ,
VJ.ItI(* ,*)
VJ.ItI(*,*)
I1114T II TBI IBITI4LIUTIOII rIU ' (12
VJ.ItI(*, *)
VJ.ItI(*, *)
O4O(* , 'O)Irru

rru IWIK POI. OUTPUT or KICIOCLIII4T! or TIlE SITE

C 8481 V4I.IAIIZS :
C
IEUV: 8481 IUV4'rI08 IB III'rIIlI
C
1I8OB : 8481 ISOII'fIT
llI.U : 8481 II.U TllllPlUTIJU . ClUIlI8
C
C
1KI8 : 8481 IIIII TllllPlUTIJU . CILIIlII
C
IP" : IASI lUCIPIT4TIOII or IUTIOII(I). 1 01 2 4U 8OPPOlTID
C
Ifru : IWIK or TBI rru COft.UIII8Q IASI 1T4TI08 lin DATI.
C
C P4I.4DTII.I :
'fLlPI1 : u.nl UTE rot 4Il TllllPlUTIJU
Du.nl : u.nl UTE rot Dn POIBT TllllPlUTUU
1IAZLlP : u.nl UTE rot II.U TllllPlUTIJU
1IIJIl.U' : u.nl UTE rot IIIII Tl!llPll4TUU
8DATI : ,or DATI TO II IDIULlTID
1ILlI :
II.UIIIUII U4l 4U4 IIIDU . Al8tJIIID TO II 10
C

C OPTIOII4L COII9DIIOII rtnrCTIOIIS rot DG1.In UllIT IBr1l'r rIUS OIILT I
C
TO _ T IBr1l'r rIUS ~ DG1.In UIIITI IftO IIJ:'ftIC
C
COII9DIIOIII 4LIO JllDIII IB I1IUOIITID Tl4IIS .
C
0trrr1l'r CAlI U _ T I D TO DG1.In UIIITI "14 • mIT . D4T' flU
C
10 '~ . DOC' 011 fLOP" DIll: rot Dft4ILI
C
ruT TO II&ftU
r28(I:) - :1*0 . 3041
DEaDrTODEaDC
r20(1:) - (1:-32)*0 . ' ' ' '
DEaDCTODEaDr
C21(I:) - I: *1 . '+32 . 0
C
DIGID r/lT TO DEaD C/8 u.n114TE
rl2C8(I:) - :1*1 . 122

ftITI(*.·) ,

POIII4T( 1412)

C
C
C

_ T rot 181T . D4T II 1 V4LIJK roLLOlllD IT co~, PD LID
U4L V4LDII 18 COLIJDI 1 TO 12, ~ ROIl 13 0IIII410 .
040 1 V4I.I4IU PII. LID IT UUIIIIC r12 . 0 rolll4T 1T4T111111'f
OPl8( 7 ,rIUo-rrru, ITl.TUs-' OU) ' )
040(7,100) Irru,lfru
rotJI4T(/./,412 , /,412)

IUD : lITE IIIGIDDT IAD14TIOII
DAYUOft 491l4C1 4Il TllllPlUTIJU rol TBI lITE
810ft JIIIIDIJII TllllPlUTIJU rot TIlE SITE
II.UDUII TllllPlUTIJU rot TBI lITE
DAYUOft 491l4C1 ULlTIVI IlUllIDIT'I' rol TIll lITE

ITIIII' :
IIIIJI :
III.U :
IIIUIID :

31

LIllIT)'

90

100

v.u.u.aus :

ca.u

32

, IllllUA(DIIPS III r • ,rr III IJ<:DI) OR SI(C • CII) UIIITS (I 01. S) f ')
DAD(7.1) AlII]
QVUTIc.I _
AIII1IDD III TIm IIIIT . IIAr rIL&.
, DO TOV lIAva Dill roIIIT TIIIlDATIJU (lOR.) f')
DAD(7,l) AIIIO
, _
IWIt ruCIP STATIon (1 OR Z) f')
DAD(7,*) . . rr
, DO TOV .AIIT TllUSBOLD rol. UD1&TIOII (lOR.) f ' )
DAD(7 , l) AIII1
, DO TOV .AIIT TOTAL UD 01. AftllADl UD (T OR A) f')
DAD(7 , l) AIIIZ
, un tlAl.llAI(JULlAII DAI) InUCI or 1IOImI , DAI (I 01. .) f '
DAD(7 , l) A1114
POI.IIAT( lAl)
l1SI.JI)-(AIII4 .IQ . 'I' . 01. . A1114 .IQ. 'y')

DAD(7 ,*) 1IIIAIS
101

POI.IIAT('12. 0)
DAD(7 , 101) lUI • SIL&V , IIL&V . IlASPCT . saLOR . SUI
DAD(7 . 101) 1I1OII . IIIOII(l) .IIIOB(Z) .S.-z.IIlBOU.SALlDO
DAD(7 . 101) 'I'IAIICP . TIIIPCY • TUlII.1IAZJ.U' •JIIIILAP • DaHl
CLOSI(7)
COIIVDT IllllUA TO II
Ir (AlII] .IQ . 'I') TIIDI
IIL&V-.21I(11L&V)
IIL&V-.21I(1IL&V)

C

~rrZCII(TUlII)

IIIJIUp..rrzCII(JIIIILAP)
JI&ZI.U'orrzCII(IIAZJ.U')
DI.\PIa-rrzCII(DI.\PII)
DDIr
COIIPIIrI ATmlPllll.IC TlIA1ISIIISSIVITf

•

IIIPIL& - I
CALL TI.AIII1I (IIIPIL&.SIL&V . TlIA1I . IrIU . 1IIIAIS . 'I'IAIICP .
AIIIo . AIII] . . . rr . l1SIJD)
IIIITIALIZI 01ITl11T rIU
ora( IIIPIL& . 'Iu:-IPIL&. STolTlIS-' OLD')
ora( • •• IL&-S.IL&)
CALL IIIIT9(IrIL& .AIIIZ •AlII] .11I1JD)
POI. IAC1I DAI COUVD
DO 11 J-l . 1IIIAD

.um

n:IIIT lIICIOCLIIIATI

IC80 TO lCUD TO IIIDlCAD PIOGUII II WUIlIO
n:IIIT* . J

•

CALL IUAD(IIIPIL&.JllAI .AU.IIIIII . IDIIl . lPrr . . . rr.
AIIIO •AlII] •1111JD)
TIm VAl.LUL& PUll II lIT TO 1 rol. SLOPIII TlUAIII : rut.T TO 0
rtAIl-1.0
CALL UD (II.\T .IIASPCT • l atoR. JllAI • l lB08%. _ . TlIA1I .
SALlDO.IUD.IAUD . PUll . Alll1 , AIII2)
ruG-o
CALL UD (II.\T . IIASPCT • lILOn: , JllAI • llB08%. _
. TlIA1I .
SALlDO. nAII . 'AUD. PUll . AIII1.AIII2)

33

CALL fIIIP (AU . IIIIII. IIL&V • IIL&V • SUI .1I!.U . 1AUD. 'AUD .
TUlII . fEIIPCP . IIAZJ.U' •JIIIILAP • SfIIIP . IIIIII. SIWI:)
CALL 1IUIIII (1D1Il.DI.\PII. SfIIIP . SIL&V. UUV . S1IUIIII)
Ir(S1IUIIII . aK . 100 . 0) 11I11IID-99 . 0
CALL I.AIII (nrr. IPrr • IISOB. SIIOB . s,rr)
•
11

CALL 1II.ITI9(JllAY . SUD. SfIIIP . SIIU . IIIIII . S1IUIIII . sprr .
AIlS]. l1SIJD)
COIITIJI11I

aTOP
DD
C DD ftCLIII
C S1JII.QVTIIII TI.AIII1I
81JII.QVTIJII TI.AIII1I (IIIPltz. SIUV • TlIA1I. IrItz.1IIIAIS . TlIA1IC ••
•
AllSO.OS3 ...rr . l1SIJD)
u.u. dP(]65) .DI.&21I(]65) . TlIA1I(365)
u.u. IIL&V. 'I'IAIICP
ClIAIACTD*l AIIIO . 0"
ClIAI.ACTII. *12 JrIL&
IJITICD. . .rr. IIIPltz. 1IIIAYI
LOGICAL 11IIJD
C
C OUCIIIAL CODI 1II.ITrIIJ I t a. It . IIIIWII
C U1II.lTTIII I t J . C. COllaKLd 011 4-1-19
C IIICIOSOff roaTllA1l vasIO. 4 . 1 III STAIIDAID . TU1IsroaTAILI roaTI.AR
C
TlII 81JII.QVTIJII COIIl1ITU TldSllISSIVITf roa lACS DAY IASlD ON
C
JalS1Ol'. ~ . L . .aD c . • . CAJlPIILL 19'4 On the relation.hlp betw•• n
C
lDcoatna _oler racllatloa and dall, aut.ua and aln"" t • .,.ratura .
C
.,ric . ror . . . teorol . 31. 159·"
C
C

C ,AlAIIITIU
IIIPltz : UIIIT II11DD rol. IlASI STATIOII CLIllATIC IIIP11T rItz
SIL&V : SID IL&VATIOII III IIITDS
TlIA1I
: ATmlPllll.IC TldSllI88IVITf Al.l.AY
IrIL& : I1IP11T rItz . . or IlASI STATIO. IIZT . DATA
1IIIAYI :TOTAL II11DD O. DAyS TO SIII11I.\TI
C
'I'IAIICf : CLZ.U. SIT TldSllIIIIVITf AT SIA IJ!:VIL
C
OSO
: PUll TO Dill roIIIT fUllIIT III IrIU
C
. . rr
:II11DD O. ruc STATIOIII D IrItz
C
C
C LOCAL VAl.LULU
C
TdP : TIIIlDATIJU AllPLITUl)I
DI.&21I :1.AIIIt DAYS
CLTIAII : CLZ.U. SKY TlAllSIII88IVITf
ITIAIII :ACTlIAL TldSllISaIVITf
TlAllCr : 11A LZftL CLIAa lIT TIAIII (D . II . CATIS 1910 1I0fBYSlCAL ! COLOCY )
C
PCTI.A1I : 1 TlAllSllITTdCl or CLIAa Sit roTlII'UAL . T!IIl AMP or 20 - 1001
C
'PT1II1I :11IR ,rr roa UDlICIIIC AfIIOSfBDIC Tl.ARS (CII)
C
1'UD1I: (COIIITdf) III.III11II TlAllSIIITTARCI IN I
C
JllAY : tlAl.llAY fIOlI IIIP11T rItz
C
JOAn : rIUT DAY III TIm I1IP11T rItz
C
JOAYL : LAST DAY D fBI rItz
C
IllAY
: POlftD TO Al.l.AYI UfllDCID It nAlJ)AT
C

UAL •• n.(2) ••• n. au:.IIII1I.IDD' . DAn . lIII1Il.lpnl. TAlII'
UAL DIn .CL1'UII . 'C1'LUI . ITIAII
UAL
TJ.IIIftAID It. DAT. JDAT. JDATl .JDATL . I .R . J

Ir (IPn .QT • • rnIIII ) TAlII' - T _ . 75
AIII'(JDAT) -rAlll'

.rnmr.

C

COUItC'r AIII'L VAl.I1U _

PU-UI1I'f DATI
DO 30 I-l.1t
DAT - DUIII(I)
CAIIIIOT COUItC'r TIl lIT AD ZD DAT 10 BU.
Ir «DAT-Z) . GI . JDATl) TUII '
DIn - AIII'(DAT- Z) - AIII'(DAT-l)
Ir (Dlrr . GI . Z. O) AIII'(DAT- l) - AIII'(DAT-l) * 0 . 75
DDlr

COIIIITAftS

DATA .rnIIII/O . Z541
DATA TJ.-/O . 1/
110m
Jt-O

DAT-G
OPD(IDIu.rIU-lrIU . IT.TVs-'Oa')
ID'IIID(IDIU)
DAD _
TIl lIT DAT TV mITULIZit TIl LOO.
CALL IUAD(IDIU.JDAT.au:.SIIDI ••DD'.lPn. ...n.
•
...0 .... 3.118UD)
Ir ( . .n .IQ . Z) TUII
••n - (..n.(1) + l.n.(2» I 2
lUI
I.n - •• n.(l)
DDIr

..a

C

110ft or TIl rIlST DAT

DAD TO 01TAm TIIIP Alll'LITUDIt
DO 12 J-l. aDATI - l

COIIPO'R Alll'LITUDI
TAlII' - au: - «I11III + SIIDIl)/2 . )
UI1I'f DAT COUIC'TIo.I'
Ir (I.n . QT. 'rnIIII) TUII

COIITIIIVIt

c
121

UC1IJTIo. _
TIl lAIr DAT
TAlII' - au: - SIIDI

35

40

COIITIIIVIt

II1II&OUTID 1AD(lar. BAlrcr ••ILO.I. JDAY •SEBOIZ. &1IBOIZ . 1'UII.
1 ALaDO.IAIIII.AUD.rlAO .... l ...SZ)
IftIGII

rao

UAL laT. BAlrcr • llLOrI. 81B01Z. &1IB01Z
UAL AUDO . AUD . IAIIII
IIAL DIC(46).BOLCOlI(12) •• (21) . 1'UII(365)
CllAlACTD*l "'l.AllSZ
VALIDATID TO lurro IT JCC 011 4-19-19
lAD CClUtITII IIICIDIft IlIOITVAYI IADUTIOll AD
IItT IlIOITV." IADUrlo. _
or G~ DAT BAllO 011 StIU.CI
ClU.lACTlltIITICB. 1tJB-IAITV CIOlllftT. _811IIIIVITT .

E-I+l
DIAm(I) - JDAT
rAlll' - TAIII'* O. 75
DDIr

JDATL - JDAT

COIIPO'R TIAIIIIII.IIVITT _
ItACII DAT (IIIITOV AD CAllPIILL 1914)
DO 40 R - JDATl. JDATL
PC1'UII - (1 - 1IP( - 0 . OO3*(AIII'(R)-Z . 4»)
ITIAII - CL1'UII * PC1'UII
1'UII(" - AIIAZl(ITIAII . 1'LUB)

UT\l8JI

ODlr

12

COIIPO'R CUAI IItT 1'UIIQITTAIICI .r 8IT1t (GAftI 1910)
CL1'UII - T8AIICJ + lltUV * 1 . 01-5
CL1'UII - .umrl(CL1'UII.1.0)

DD

CALL IUAD(IDIU.DAT.DAn .lIII1Il.IDEV.I.n....n .
AllSO .. . .3 . tl8UD)
Ir ( . .n .IQ . 2) TUII
I.nl - (l.n.(l) + ••n.(z» I 2
ILII
••nl - •• n.(l)

S1IITC1I TIl VAl.I1U ROIl J+l DA
AIII'(JDAT) - rAlll'
JDAT - DAT
au: - IIIAZ1
SIIDI - SIIDIl
Im-I.nl

COIITIIIVIt

ID'IIID rIU I TO 1181 AGAm
ID'IIID(I)
CLOII (I)

JDATl - JDAT

•

30
C

VAlLUU.

TO J

.aT : IITIt arITtIDI
DIGUU
BAlncr : IITIt Alncr I
'ILOrI : IITIt .LOrI I
JDAT : C\l8IIft n.u.DIoT
1. - z : .ITIt lAIr IIOI.IZOII m DI/lUU no" 0
. . - z: .ITIt vur IOU m DI/lUU no" 0
_
: TIAIIIIII" IVITT AUAT
I
AUDO : .ITIt AUIDO
I
AUD : UIOUID IADUTIOII . 111"2
IAIIII : IIICIDIft IADUrlo. 111"2
rlAO : l _
lLO.IIIG TUum. 0 IIIWIS ,aT StIU.CI .
AllSl :TIUAOa lADurIOil or 70 111"' 2
"'Z : TOTAl IADUTIOil Ir - TO T
VI"' /DAY

36

C
lUI D4YLICIIIT AVlUGI
1I/l1"2
C
C
C oaIGDW. CODI ftHTD at a . II:. lIIIWIt
C UftHTD at J . C. COOC1II.UI 011 4 -1-19
C KIcaoIOn roaftAII ftUIOil 4. 1 III 1'tAIIDAI.D, ftAIISPOaTAiU .0aftAII
C

C THII CODI Cd II OnIKIZD TO TO POIIIT 1IIIIU IT cvrs TOTAL ROCUX
IDcunOil TIIIK TO BALr or TO PUllIIIf. UImVI AI WCB ROM TBJt DO
C LOOP AI rosIIlU . TO DO LOOP IlICUIIIIITS 10 IIIIItJTU lOa A 24 BOua
OIICB OUTBIDI TO LOOP 1 . 1 .
C D4T. ICU c:ALC1IUtIOIII Cd II _
C COI(DlLOra), AIID lAnD III A VAaIAlU TO II VIED III TBJt LOOP . n
C RAft un IT un IllICllIIf TO UDllCi COIIPUZITY. IrrICllIIf CODI
C IS un UAllUU, UlIlIALLY . ALSO. RAft BAaDlJAU SlIPPOU lOa BATH
C UALLY IIILPI roo. ur . lOa 'faIG . lUIIC'fIOIII . -JCC
C

C

C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

LOCAL VAaIAlU LIn :
101.
-SOU& co.n.urr DDIVID nOlI IOLCOII AllAY
All
-onlCAl. AIl KAlI lOa AIIGUI > 21 DICIIU
A
-onlCAl. AIl BAlI AllAY lOa AllCUS IIT1JID
AIID 21 DICIIU AlOft ~zo.
DIC!. -DICLDAYIOII
JD4Y -DAY or TIAI
AlP
-.\IJJc:T III DICIIU
DILOP . . LOra III DICIIU
B
~ or IDa ftOII IOU& aoOII
tad _ U I V I T T COIIIT.urr
tad _ I I I V I T T COU&CTID lOa AIl KAla
...
-cALC1Il4YIOII IlITDVAL III 'ICOIIDI . 600 - 10 IIIIIUTES
Ie
. .ICOIIDI III 0lIl D4Y (24 IIOIJU)
•
_ I I or IlITDVALI or UINmI . . . III on D4Y
lIT
-DIUCT IOU& rDrDDICVU& TO .UII 011 TO
OUTBIDI or A'nKIIlDIII roa IlITDVAL (LJ/II**2)
ITl
-DIUCT IOU& 011 OUTBIDI or A'nKIIPBIU
PAIALUI. TO IAJ.TO auaJACI lOa IlITDVAL
CUD -TOTAL D4ILY IADIAtIOil At OIVD LOC.t.tIOII (LJ/II**2)
_
-DIUCT IOU& 011 1AI'fU auaJACI (n.t.t)
•
'fDIl -TOTAL D4ILY DIllVIl IADIAtIOil
DlnAD-DIllVIl 011 SLOra roa IlITDVAL
DIAD -DIUC'f 011 lLOra roa IlITDVAL
CZA
-colIn ZIIIIn AIIGU
CIIA -colIn lJAII lLOra ' AIIGU
OLD" -GLDIAL IADIA'fIOli. DftllllIllIIIG DIllIJl1
DIllL -DIllUII 011 n.t.t roa IlITDVAL
D4T1. -D4TU11OT11 (IIOIJU)
ALaDO -ALIIDO

221 . ' .20 . • 11 . • 11 . • 14 . • 12 .• 9 . • 1 . • 3 . • 0 .• - 3 . • - I . • - 9 . • - 12 . .
3-15 . • -17 . • -19 .• -21 . • -22 .• -23 . • - n . '. -23 . ' /
D4TA IOLCOII/l . 44'.l . 431.1. 410.1. 389 .1. 368.1 . 354.1 . 354
1.1 . 375 .1.403,1 . 424.1.431.1.44'/
C

C lUIIC'fIOIII
C
COIftUIOil nA1'IIIIft lUIIC'fIOII roa DICUII TO IADIAIII
COII'I(I)-I/57 . 296
C

C 110111
C
SIT TO .LOra • AlPIet VALDU DIlIIIDIIIG 011 TO rLAC VALVI
Il (lLAO . CT . O) TBD
Alr-c--.(IAIPC'f)
sLO....8LOra
lUI
AlroO
8LOP&-o
IIDIl

COIIVD1' raClll'l' SLOrI TO DICIDI &lui to radian.
DUr-e--.(IUt)
DlLOr-.r.'fAII(ILOra/l00 . )*57 . 29
DlLOr-c--.(DlLOr)
1TLUI-'f8AII(JD4Y)
_00

°

_I_

"IlII(IIe,...+l. )
D4tI.oO .
_IlIl(JD4Y/30 . +1. )
Il (m . CT . 12)_12
IOLCOII AllAY II III IJIIITB or 111/11**2
IOL-tOLCOII(m)
IDIC-IlII(1.+JD4Y/I . )
DICI.oc--.(DIC(IDIC) )
OUD-O .
'fDIl-o .

-

'rDIAD-O .
D 4tU-o .

--

DO LOOP IIICIIIIIII'fS 10 1IIIItJTU. STOra AJTD. 24 Bona
DO 11 1.-1 ••

C

DITJIIIID AIIGU ftOII IOU& aoOII
D"(_-43200)*.0041117
b-c--.(cIb)

LOCAL VAaIAlUS
IIITIGD _.IIe ••• m . IDIC . _ .I . IIL
RIAL COllY .1.AlP. DUt .ILOra . DlLOP .lTIAII.DIC!..CUD. 'fDlr
RIAL D4tU .OII . CIA.I.AII. 'flAIl. lIT .1Tf ._,oLOlr. DIllL. CIIA
RIAL DIAD. II. DIlIAD. IAD'f .AVIIAD.D4T1..IOL. tDaAD

COIft.urrl
D4TA A/2 . 90. 3 . 0'.3.21.3 . )9.3 . n. 3 . 12 .4 . 07 . 4 . 37 . 4.72.' . 12
1. , . 10. I . 11,1 . 11.7.77.1 . '0 . 10 . )f.12 . 44. U . 36.19 . 7' . 26 . "
2 . 30 . 00/
DATA DIC/-n .• -22 . • -21 . • -19 .• - 17 . • -15 . • -12 . • - 9 . • -I .• -3 .•
10 .• 3 .• I . • ' . • 12 . • 14 . • 17 . • 19 . • 21 . • 22 .• n .• n . ' .23 . ' . n .•
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CZAooCOI(DICL)*COI( (DUt) )*COS( (8) ).IIlI( (DICL»
*lIlI«DUt»
Ir(CZA . OT . 0 . ) TBD
D4TU1Nm1 lAID 011 10U& ILlVA'fIOI AlOft A n.t.T BOUZO.
D4tU-D4tU.(_/3600 . )
RI'f I LIRI. DI'fDKIR OnlCAl. An KAlS
All-l . /(CIA• . 0000001)
Il(AII . OT . 2 . 9) TBD
III.-IlIl(ACOI(CZA)/. 0174533) - n
1'(JII.. LT . 1)111.-1
lr(JII. . OT. 21)IIL-21
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'-(XL)

IIDIr
~AII

DT-CO~

nr-CU*ll!
~

1

DT-1If"'!IAII
CLOIr-cqI.T(DAD*&'Ir)
Drrn..GLOl,..(l. - CLOIr/ITP)

C_-'III(D8LOP)"SIII(AaP)"SIII(R)
*COI(D&CL)+( -COI (AaP)"SIII(D8LOP)
"SIII(DUT)+COI(D8LOP)*COI(DUT) )
*COI(DICL)*COI(I)+(COS(AaP)"SIII(D8LOP)
*COl (DUT) +COl (D8LOP)"SIII(DUT»
"SIII(DICL)
Ir(C...... GI . O. ) TIID
DUD-C.....*II!

C
C
C
C

TIl rou.ovIllG TIII.D LIllI COIIPI1TII A TOPOGUPIIIC UDlICTIOI or
DII.ICT UDIATIo.
ID - IAn -.uoII EUVATIo. (DICUII)
VIII - 11111' -.uoII EUV4TIo. (DICUII)
''''1 . 57 -ACOS(CU)
Ir(DI . LT . O. AIID . 11 . LT . COII9(81B01.Z»DIAD-O .
Ir(lIII . CT . O. AIID . •• • LT . COII9(IIIIIOI.Z»DIAD-O .
KUI
DIAD-O
IIDIr
DI~IrrL*(COS«DlLO"' . 5»-2 . )
UDT-(DlAD+DIrUD)/lLOAT( .... )

TIl rou.ovIllG PI.D'IlDU A IIIIIIIIDII UDIATIOI TIIUSlIOLD or
70 1l/1l**2 (0.1 LY/IIIlI) POI. DAY1ZIICT1I AIID UDIATIOI IlJIIIIATIOI .
Il(AIIIl.lQ . ' Y') \ 1l1li
Il(UDT . CT . 0 . 07) TIID
DAYL - DAYL + (_/"00 . )
GlAD - GlAD + DUD + DIPUD
TOIl - TOIr + DIPUD
TDUD - TDI.AD + DUD

IIDIr
KUI
DAYL - DAYL +
GlAD - GlAD +
TOIr - TOIr +
TDI.AD - TDI.AD
IIDIr
IIDIr
11

(_/"00 . )
DUD + DIPUD
DIftAD

+ DUD

CClIITl1In

*

UAI. IIIAZ, IIIII, 'IUV, llUV , aLAI, XLAI , lAUD, TlllPCl
UAI. lAUD , YLAPlI, 1IAX1.U, IIIIIUP, ftIIIP , IIIII , IIIWt
C
C

TIIIP COIIPI1TII InI DAYLIGIIT A9IUIl1 TlllPDATlIU, AIID IITI !lAX •
IIIII TlllPI IAIID 0. IAIS STATIO. DATA AIID TIID COIUCTS IT rol.
IUVATIo., ILDn AIID AanCT .

C

CP_LIIT
C
IIIAZ
:_
STATIO. IIAZ TIIIP
IIII
: IAIS STATIO. III TIIIP
C
C
SEUV : ' n I IUVATIo. III DTII.I
C
.IUV : _
IUVATIo. III DTII.I
C .LAI
:.nI LAI (ALL IIDU)
C XLAI
: ~ LAI (ALL .IDU) POI. ITCLII ALCOarrBIIII
C lAUD : ' n I UDIATIo. KJ/II"2/DAY
C
lAUD : raT IlIUACI UDIATIo. AT InI KJ/If"2/DAY
C 'lUPR : am UTI POI. DAYLIGIIT Aft TIIIP C/10001
C TIIIPCl : CC*lTAft POI. DAYLIGIIT Aft . TIIIP (I.l1IIIJIQ ft.AL . EQ . 1)
C 1IAX1.U : am UTI POI. IIAZ nIIPI C/10001
C IIIIIUP : ural UTI POI. III nIIPI C/10001
C ftIIIP :.nI DAYLIGIIT Aft TIIIP C
C IIIII
:.nI III TIIIP C
C
IIIWt
:.nI IIAZ TIIIP C
C
C LOCAL VAl.IAlLI LIlT
C IILAPR : ural UTI POI. IIGIIT III TIIIPDA'lIJUI
C
DAYL'I : DAYLIGIIT A9IUIlS TlllPDATlIU
C 'lITIIOP : ftlGl'lIC TlllPDATlIU AT 'III lITE
C UDUT : U'IIO or raT AIID lLOn UDIA'IIOI
C TADD
TlllPDATlIU ~ POI. 800T1 8LOPIS
C T8l1I : TlllPDATlIU D~ POI. lOUR SLOPU
C XLAI: IIAXIIDI LAI (ALL .IDU)
LOCAL VAIIAILII
UAI. LAI,TIUI
UAI. DAYLT,DIUV , 'lITIIOP,UDUT ,Dill, TADD

C Il I nI LAI > IIAZ LAI TID 1111 IIAZ LAI III EQlIATIOIII 111D1l
Il (.LAI .CT . XLAI) TID
LAI - XLAI

ILII

LAI - 'LAI
IIDIl

Ir(AIII2.1Q . ''I ' ) YIIIII
UDI - GlAD
AUD - UDI
ILII

11IIIOVTID TIIIP (DAX , IIII,8EUV ,IEU9, aLAI ,XLAI , lAUD,
rAUD, YLAPlI, TIIIPCl,IIAX1.U ,IIIIIUP , ftIIIP ,IIIII , IIIWt)

(1 - ALlDO)

AnaAD-(GIAD/(DA'fL""OO . »

COIIftH D/1I**2 to 1l/1l**2
IADII - A'YDAD • 1000 . 0
AUD - UDI
(l-ALlDO)
IIDIl
UTl1I.II

*
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COKPVft DAYLIGIIT A9IUIl1 TIIIP
TIIId- (IIIAZ+IIIII) /2 . 0

DAYL%- «1IIAZ -TIUI)*TIIIPCr) + TIIIAII
COUICT POI. LAPSI UTE
DIUV - '1UV-1EU9
'lITIIOP - DAYLT - YLAPlI
(DEUV / 1000 . 0 )
IIII - IIIII - (DEUV/1000 . 0
IIIIIUP)

*

*

8IIAZ - I1IoU - (DKLn/1000 . 0

*

IIAZLU')

ccuun

TO ....TIO or 8LOri AIID ruT IADIATIOI
IAllUT - IlAlADI'AIAD

C
C
C
C

C

TIll' SUJaOVrIIII _

C

TO _
I'rATIOII PUCIP VIft TO ....TIO or MIl AIID 1m
llOllRTl .

C

ccuun

....n -

SDOPTIC TIIIP TO OSTAIII 8LOn TIIIP
011 10/11 TO ADJ'tJ1'r IIAZ TDPS TO IADIATIOI .
JIO'r VALlDolTID .T LITllATUU .
JIO'r 4JI,11JftIRQ IIIIIDIDII TlllPllATUU IlCAUSIt LOIIG'IlAVI! RIClIT ADJ1lSTII!IIT .
4JI,11Jft

ADDITICIa _

1m PUCIPITATIOll IY IlULTIrLTIRO

UTIO or TD llOIITTI(8)
1I1OIf/a~(l)

IP (IIPPT .IQ . Z) TIID
....n - 1I1OIf/a1_(Z)
IrPT - ( .rPT(l) .....Tl + .PPT(Z) .....TZ ) /

z.0

ILII
Ir (IAIIUT . LT . l . 0) TIID

IrPT - ....Tl*.rPT(l)
DDD

nu.-«l/IADUT)*(l+(LAI/IILU»)
ITIIIP - rsuor - TSUI
IIWt - 8IIAZ - TSUI

uruu
DD

ILII

TADD-(IADIAT* (1 - (I.U/IILU» )
nar • ~p + 1'ADD
8IIAZ - 8IIAZ + TADD
DDD

I1IIIOUTID _l'(.JDoll'._.DAl')
DITIGD .JDoll'._ . DAl'
DITIGD DATI (U)
DATA DATI/U . Z• • n.30.n.30 . n. n.30.n. 30. 31/
DAl'-.JDoll'

uruu

DD
10

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

C
C
C

SUJaOVrIIII DB (1D1II . DLUlI.ITIIIP . IKLn ••IU!V . SlIIJIID)
IIAL _ . DLUlI . ITIIIP . IKLn.IIUV . SlIIJIID
rAUIIITIU
IDIII
:_
I'rATIOII l1li POUlT C
DLUII : DIll POUlT LUll ....TI
ITIIIP : DA11.IGft Aft. TIIIP . LUll ....TI
Inn : 1m KLnATIOII III IIIITIU
IIUV : _
KLnATIOll I111111T1U
__
:.m mKIDITlI
DB _
UL\TIft lIIlIIIDITl MIlD 01 MIlD
011 _
I'rATIOII DIll POUlT
LOCAL VA&IDUI
IDIII
DIll POUlT C
D
:AlllIIIIT VAIGI. _ I T l
DD
: IUVlATID VAIGI. D_ITl
IIAL _.D.DD

:.m

_-1

_-_1

D(DAl' . ft . DATI(_) ) TIID
DAl'-Doll'- DA1'I(_)
00 TO 10

DDD

uruu
DD
IIAL rlJllCTIOII

10

TIA&Doll'~ . IDolTl)

DITIGD DA1'I(U). I •.JDoll'._
DATA DA1'I/n. 21. n. 30 . n. 30. n. 31. 30.31.30 . 31/
.JDoll' - 0
00 10 I - 1. (_-1)
.JDoll'- .JDoll'+Dol1'l(1)
COII1'IIIVI
.JDoll'-.JDol1'+IDolTi
TIA&Doll'-.JDoll'

uruu
DD

cou&cT DIll PIlI rOIl LUll
_
- _
- (DLUII * «1nn-1lUV)/1000 . »
ccuun UL\!I9I mKIDITl
D - ' . 107' * 1IJ'«17 . 2f~/(217 . 3 + IDIII)
DD - '.1071 * 1IJ'«17 . 2f' * 1TIIIP)/(237 . 3 + ITIIIP»
_(D/UD) * 100 . 0

uruu

DD

SUJaOVrIIIIIADI (1rPT •• rPT . II_.II_.srPT)
DITIGD IrPT
IIAL .1_(Z) •• 1 _. IPPT •• rPT(Z)
IIAL ....n

SUJaOVrIIII ftlTI,(.JDoll'.IUD.1TIIIP .11U.I. tIIIII. _ . IrPT •
• A1113. VRJD)
DITIGD .JDoll' .DAl'._
IIAL I U D . _ . 811AZ. tIIIII . _
. IPPT. C2r .1
LOOlCAL VRJD
CllAlAC!D*l AlII,
DIaDC TO DIaD r
C2r(X) - x *1 . '+32.0
Ir (AIII3 .IQ . '1') TIID
cOIIv....r TlllPllATUUI TO DIO r Ir IIDlCATID

ITIIIP - Czr(lTIIIP)
tIIIII - C2r(tIIIII)
8IIAZ • Czr(l1U.I)
IPPT - IrPT/2.'.

.....n

1rPT : 1lUDD. or MIl PPT I'rATICIa

DDlr

41

42

I? (ORJD) TIID
n.nI(t,110) JDAY , RAD,STIIIP , SU% , SIIIJI , SIIIJIID , S'"
_T(lZ,I3,2Z,n . 2,4(" . 0),15 . 2)
Il.R
CAU.. _Y(JDAY,_ , DAY)
1II.Ift(t ,ill) _ , DAY , RAD , STIIIP , SU%, SIIIJI , 81ItJIII) , S'"
_f(lZ,I2,2Z,I3 , 2Z , PI . 2, 4(" . 0) ,15 . 2)
IDI?
UTIJU
ID

110

111

•

u.u.

LOGICAL UlL'D
C
C

C

C

CIIAIIoCTD*tO LIDl, LIlII3
CIIAIIoCTD*17 LID2
CIIAIIoCTD*12 IPIU
LOGICAL UlEJD

C
C
C

IIIITULIZAn~

10

COIITDUI

n.nI( t ,*)
C SIT UP IlE&DImI rca OUTPUT .IlZ
I? (ORJD) TIID

LIDl-' JDAY

UDUfI~

ITDIP IIAXT

IIIlIT

U

!UE
LIDl-'_
DDIP

DAY UDUfIOil

STIIIP IIAXT

IIIlIT

I. (AllS2 . EQ . 'f') TIID
LID2-'
u~

!UE
LID2DDIP

.~

I? (AllS3 . EQ . 'E') TIID
LIlII3-LID2/1"
•

I

IJICIIU'

!UE
LIlII3-LID2// ' C
DDIP
111

C

C

n.nI(t ,l11)LID1 , LIlII3
_f(UtO)

UTIJU
DD
SUJaOUTID UUD : UAD IAII STATIOII DATA .

ClI '

U

'"'
,"'

~n_

nc:

DEaD' TO D _ C

~DAY , _

nc(Z) c

PI1Z D OUTPUT rIlZ

IIIPI1Z : IIIftGD lIIIIT IIlIIIID O. IAIE ~fI~ CLIIIAnc IIIPUT rIlZ
JDAY: YUaDAY
IIIAX: ~ TanlATIIU
1lIDI: IIDDmII TanlATIIU
IDa: _
rour TanlATIIU
1IPPT : _
or _
1 CIa 2
AlISO : II Dill rour IUPPLIID III rIlZ
IP mr TIID In rr TO IIIGIIT IIDDIJII TanlATIIU .
AllS3 : D IIIPUT D aGLIn CIa II lIIII'fI, 'E' - aGLIn 10 COIIVDf TO II

u.u. nc,z, YUaDAY

n.nI(t,*)
OPD(1IWn-7 ,PIl&-IPIU)
UAD(7 , l , _10) LIDl
_f(UtO)
n.nI(t , l)LIDl
co TO 2

VAAIAAIJIS

PlIIICTI~

C IDIftUY TIll OUTPUT .IlZ
n.nI(t,*)' JrICI.III OUTPUT rIlZ'
n.nI(t, *)' ~ LIlTmc or IIIIfaLIZATIO. rIlZ POLLOVD I'f OUTPUT : '

C LIlT

1nr(2)

CllA&AC'rR*l AlISO, AIlS'

C
C
C

S1JIIOIlTID InD(I?IlZ , AllS2 ,AllS3 , VIEJD)
CIIAIIoCTD*l AllS2 ,AIlS'

SUJaOOTIIIE UUD(IIIPIlZ , JDAY ,IIIAX,IlIDI,IDD ," " ,ft" ,
AllSO , AllS3,UlEJD)
~ IIIPI1Z, JDAY , ft"
u.u. IIIAX ,1lIDI

(Z-32)*O . 5556

UCD
IP (ORJD) TIID
IP(AIISO . EQ . 'Y') TIID
IP(1IPPT . EQ . 1) TIID
UAD(IIIPI1Z,*) JDAY, IIIAX , 1lIDI , 'DIII, ''"(1)
''"(2) - 0 . 0
Il.R
UAD(I,*) JDAY, IIIAX, 1lIDI, IDD , " " ( i ) , ""(2)
IDIP
Il.R
IP(1IPPT .EQ . 1) TIID
aUD(IIIPI1Z, *) JDAY, IIIAX, 1lIDI , ""(1)
',"(2) - 0 . 0
ID-..u
Il.R
aUD(IIIPI1Z,*) JDAY, IIIAX, 1lIDI, ',"(1), ""(2)
IDIII - IlIDI
IDI?
IDIP
Il.R
IP(AIISO . EQ . 'Y') TIID
IP(1IPPT . EQ . 1) TIID
aUD(IIIPI1Z,*) _ , DAY , IIIAX , 1lIDI , IDD , ""(1)
""(2) - 0 . 0

!UE

aUD(',*) _,DolY, IIIAX, 1lIDI , IDD, " " ( i ) , ""(2)
IDIP

!UE
IP(1IPPT . EQ . 1) TIID
aUD(IIIPIlZ,*) _,DAY, IIIAX, IIID , ""(1)
""(2) - 0 . 0
1D_1lIDI

nn
aUD(IIIPIlZ , *) _,DAY , IIIAX, 1lIDI, ""(1), ""(2)
IDD - IlIDI
DDIP
IDIP

Jll&Y-tuaDAYC-, DolY)

aDD
D ( . . ., .111, 'I') TIIIII
C conRY IIIIILIA VIII\'I to II
1'"(1) - 1rP'r(1)
2 . 54
1'"(2) - 1'"(2)
2 . 54

*
*

III&Z - nC(III&Z)
IIIIII - nC(IIIIII)
IDa - nC(IDIII)

aDD

C
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - aD LInDO ................ -

APPENDIX B: SINE FORM FOR AVERAGING TEMPERATURE
Th. auumption that daylight average temperature i8 described by three quadrants
of the aine function ia illustrated in figure 12. Minimum temperature usually occurs
at or close to sunriae, maximum temperature occura near midday, and temperature at
sunset ia 80mewhere in between maximum and minimum. Using this assumption and
integrating the area under the curve the value for TEMCF is 0.212.
To teat if the sine form weighted air temperature (T...J ia a more accurate measure
of daylight air temperature than the normally used arithmetic mean average air temperature (T"'>, 120 days of hourly measured meteorological data from Fraser Experimental Forest, Colorado, were used as a benchmark. Regressiona of the T_ and T ~
data againat the hourly averaged daylight air temperatures were calculated and found
to be:

T .. = -1.14 + 1.12 T...

r

= 0.93;

n = 120 days

r

= 0.88;

n = 120 days

and:

T .. = 0.74+ 1.20 T~
where:

T .. = daylight air temperature, hourly averaged.
The sine form weighted average more closely approximated the benchmark hourly
averaged daylight air temperature as evidenced by a higher correlation coefficient and
a slope closer to 1.0.
Observation of diurnal temperature traces for sites at Coram and other location s in
the Northern Rocky Mountaina indicate that temperature rises more rapidly aner
sunrise than given by the sin. function (fig. 12). The maximum temperature may be
shined to the left, and the peak widened (6g. 12). Actual sunset is at 3"'4, thus the
daylight period ia ahorter than assumed by the sine function (6g. 12). The net result
is that the average daylight temperatures are greater than estimated by the sine function and TEMCF is greater (0.45) as shown in figure 12 for an observed data set.
Observed daylight average data (baaed on hourly readings) for several sites
(Lubrecht, Coram 12, 14, 33, and 23) were used to calculate TEMCF. Two procedures
were used. The first substituted observed daily average values into equation I, then
solved for TEMCF. The second used a regression procedure with the observed daily
average values to provide a least squares estimate for TEMCF. When data for a
whole aea80n were used, calculated values ranged from 0.30 to 0.60. Values for these
analyses averaged close to 0.45 for TEMCF; thus, this value was used in our model
analyses to compare predicted with observed daylight average temperatures.
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SIH! FUNCTION

C" ... IIMUIoII

'.to.'
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Flgur.12- The sine waw
used to approximate daytight
average temperature and the
observed p8nem ot temperature ampfitude.

APPENDIX C: ESTIMATING DAILY DEWPOINT
TEMPERATURE
Comparison ohpatial differences in dewpoint are made for two locations in western
Montana that are 100 mile. apart (fig. 13). There appears to be a good relationship
with the .Iope of the regression line very close to 1.0 and the intercept near 0.0, with
most points fairly close to the line.
The assumption that dewpoint is equal to night minimum temperature i. tested us·
ing two dats sets in western Montana. Results of regression analyses for data at
Lubrecht in 1984 are shown in figure 14. The relationship is quite good, with an r" of
0.85. The figure doe. show that for some day. during the summer dewpoint tempera·
ture can be much less than night minimum. Results from the Missoula NWS data
were nearly identical (r" = 0.88, slope = 0.88, and intercept = 0.47) to the results from
Lubrecht. Although errors oan occur for individual days, the relationship i. strong
enough that night minimum temperature is a reasonable estimator of dewpoint
temperature.

APPENDIX D: EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATING SOLAR
RADIATION
EqaatioDa for
CalcalatiDc
Atmoepheric
'l'raDsmlaivity

A = TRANCF + (SELEY) (0.00008)
..here A ia the muimum clear aky atmoopheric tran.mittance of the .tuc\y area or
region, TRANCF il the clear Iky transmittance of the .ite equivalent to sea level
(auumed to be 0.66 for weatem Montana),..,d SELEY il elevation of the .ite in
meters. The value 0.00008 i. the correction for increasing tran.mittance with incre.... in elevation.
Clear .ky tr....mittance CA) il uaed to calculate atmospheric transmittance u a
function of daily air temperature range by the equation from Briatow and Campbell
(1984):

y .-a.e2. 1.03J(
R' .0.88
oU

~
,

~

(2)
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The equationl for calculating atmoapheric tr..,.missivity in MTCLlM are a
modification of the equationa from Brilltow..,d Campbell, 1984. The equationl are
uaed to calculate a multiplier that i. uaed for calculating incoming solar radiation.
The equation uaed to calculate muiinum clear .ky atmo.pheric tran.mittance
corrected for elevation io:

where T, il the daily total atmolpheric tr...amittance, A i. the maximum clear aky
tr....mittance from equation (1), 6T il the daily range of air temperature, and B
and C are empirical coefficient. that determine how lOOn maximum T, i. achieved
as 6T increasel. In MTCLlM B = ~.0030 ..,d C = 2.4, baaed on condition. for
weltem Montana ..,d northern Idaho. Briltow and Campbell discuss methodl for
determining the value for Band C. In their paper, B changed with season (0.004 in
summer and 0.010 in winter) ..,d C .... held constant at 2.4.
The daily fIIIIIII of air temperature (67') il calculated by the equation:
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FIgure '3-The relation.hip between dawpoint meas;.:red at
the MI.IOUI.. Mr. • rport and
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where Q il the totel incoming radiation on a .Iope (kJ/m') at the earth'••urface,
I, i. tb: direct beam radiation on a .Iope at the earth's .urface, and D i. the dif~ radiation at the lurface.
•

The direct beam radiation
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°c

(3)

where l!7j i. the daily range of temperature for thejtb day, T","", il the maximum
temperature on thejth day, T ..... il the minimum temperature on thejth day, and
T _+1 i. the minimum temperature on the day following thejth day. Once l!7j i.
calculated from equation (3), it i. corrected for rainy periodl. Ifit rained on thejth
day 67j from equation (3) .... corrected, making 6T =0.75 6T _ If 6T,l-1 wu less
than 6T by more than 2 -C, 6TH = 0.75 6T,l-I' In this .itu,{tion it I. assumed
that the {foudy condition I began on day j-1, relulting in a large drop in incoming
radiation. See Briltow and Campbell, 1984 for more detail •.
The equation. uaed to calculate potential incoming radiation are baaed on
Gamier ..,d Ohmura (1968), Buffo and others (1972), and Swift (1976). The ba.ic
equation calculatel incoming radiation on the .Iope:

1,. at the .urface i. calculated by:

I,. = co~oN .TtJl )
(5)
where R i. the solar constant (kW/ml) above the atmosphere, with an average
value fa: each month; N i. the time interval for calculation in seconds; T, i. the
daily totel tranlmittance from equation (2); and AM is the optical air rna ••
calculated by
AM =1.OIcOl8 + 1.0 x 11, -7
(6)

where COI8 i. the COline of the zenith angle (CZA in the code in appendix A)
calculated by equation (11). If AM i. >2.9 then:
ML

=IFIX(A..COII(c0a8)fO.0174633) - 69

air temperature
daily range of air temperature
m""imum temperature for a day
minimum temperature for a day
time interval

(7)

where !FIX converts a real value into an integer, A is the optical air masa value in
an array (data values are in code in appendix A) fo;'angles between 0 and 21 degrees above the horizon. If ML is <1, ML is set equal to 1.0; if ML is >21, ML is set
equal to 21, then AM is equal to A.. • ML.
~.. (CBSA in the code in appendix A) is the cosine of the beam slope angle and is
liven by

.... = -.inS.sinAZ.sinH.c006 + (~IIAZ.sinS.sinL+coaS.coal.).
coo6.coa/l + (collAZ.sinSocoal. + coaSoainL) ••in6

(8)

where S is the slope in degrees, AZ is aspect in degrees, H i. hour angle calculated
=(JIll - 43200)·0.0041667 CNH is time of day), 6 is declination of the sun
baaed on time ctyear (values are given in code in appendix A for 8-day periods
through the year a. the variable DEC), and L is latitude in degrees.
by H

The diffilse radiation at the surface on a slope is calculated by:
D. = D .corl.Sl2"P

r

(9)

where Dr i. the diffilae radiation on a flat surface, and S is the slope in degrees.
Dr

=«c0a8 R/'i'T/"f.a.(1- cos8 RoNT/AllJ°.a

(11)

where 5, L , and H are u defined for equation 8.
The above equations calculate total radiation or average radiation from sunrise to
sunset.

Notation

A
B
C
TRANCF
SELEY

The angles to the eut and west horizons, if they have not been measured, can be
calculated using a topographic map. These angles are u.aed in MTCLIM to truncate
direct-beam incoming radiation at sunrise and sunset to account for blockage of the
sun by ridge.. tree lines, or other obstacles that block the sun. Figure 15 is a simple
diagram of an elevation view of a site on a flat with ridges to the eut and west.
The angle 8 in degrees needs to be calculated and entered in the INIT.DAT file as
EAST-HORtZ and WEST-HORtZ. The angle 8 is calculated using the following
relation
9

(10)

where R"N, T" and AM have been defined for equations 2, 5, 6, and 7. Cos8 is the
_ine 01 the zenith angle (CZA in the code in appendix A) of the sun given by:
coo8 = coa6.coaLocoaH + .in6.sinL

APPENDIX E: CALCULATING HORIZON ANGLES FROM
A TOPOGRAPHIC MAP

Total incoming radiation on a sloping surface (GRAD in appendix A)
Direct beam radiation on a flat surface (URAD in appendix A)
Direct beam radiation on a sloping surface (ORAD in appendix A)
Diffuse radiation on a flat surface (DIFFL in appendix A)
Difl'uae radiation on a sloping aurface (DIFRAD in appendix A)
_ine beam slope angle (CBSA in appendix A)
COline zenith sun angle (CZA in appendix A)
declination angle of aun (DECL in appendix A)
latitude ctsite in degrees (SLAT in appendix A)
hour angle of sun from IOlar noon (H in appendix A)
aspect of site in degrees (SASPCl' in appendix A)
slope in degrees (SSLOPE in appendix A)
aolar con.tant (SOLCON in appendix A)
atmospheric transmissivity constant <TRAN in appendix A)
optical air mua <AM in appendix A)
m""imum clear sky atmospheric transmittance
empirical coefficient (~.0030 in MTCLIM)
empirical coefficient (2.4 in MTCLIM)
clear aky tranlmittance equivalent to sea level
elevation ct.ite in metera

=arctan hid

where h is the elevation difference (feet) between the site and the ridge top blocking
the sun, and d is the horizontal distance (feet) from the site to the ridge top blocking
the sun. The elevation difference h is obtained from a topographic map by calculating the difference in elevation, given by the contours, between the ridge, or other
obstacle, and the site. The horizontal distance d is a straight-line distance on the
map between the site and ridge top, converted to feet using the appropriate scale for
the map.
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FIgwe 15--Meelc.nmentl needed 10 calc:ullltl ... 1end west horizon angles from a
~mop.
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APPENDIX F: EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATING
PRECIPI'ATION

APPENDIX G: EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATING HUMIDITY

The equation. uaed to calculate daily precipitetion at the site are baaed on daily
precipitation at one hue atation, or two baae stations if data are available. The
equation using one hue atation is
p. = PBI.A/AB
and the equation using two baae stations is

(1)

p.= (PBI.A/ABI+PB2.A/AsJl2
(2)
where P i. daily precipitation at the site, PBI is daily precipitation input from
the first '(or only) hue atation, PB2 i. daily precipi~ti?" input ~ the aeeond ~
atation, A i. the long-term average annual precipitation at the ote (from a preop'tation map), andABI and AB2 are average annual precipitation from the first and
aeeond base station •.

Tha equation. uaed to calculate day ave,...;e relative humidity are based on dewpoint at the hue atation, whieh i. correctad for elevation to the lite, and day average tamperature at the site calculated by MTCLIM using the equations given on
page 4. The equation. are baaed on Murray (1967) and are given by

SRH = (ESlESD).I00
where SRH i. day average .ite relative humidity in percent and ES il the ..turation vapor preuure at dawpoint given by
ES =6.1078oe'l7.-ft)ID1.. ·...,.,.,
and ESD ia the ..turation vapor preuure at the day average temperature given by

(1'--"·tIttIIPJ

ESD = 6.1078..

STEMP i. the day average temperature at the site calculated by MTCLIM and
SDEW i. the dawpoint at the site given by
SDEW = BDEW -DLAPSE • <SELEY-BELEW1,ooo
where BDEW ia the dawpoint at the hue atation, DLAPSE ia the Iapee rate for
humidity (1.6 OF per 1,000 t\ or 2.7 "CIl,ooo m elevation), SELEY i. the elevation
in meteraat the site, and BELEY i. the elevation of the hue atation. When BDEW
i. not available or uaed the minimum temperature for the day i. lOt equal to the
dewpoint (appendix C).
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A m~ for calculating daily micmcftmale conditions in mountainous terrain is
",_ed. Daily air temperllur., shortwave radiation, r.lllive humidity, and ",oq,;ration
ar. extrapolated fann data measured at Nationaf Weather Service stations. The model
equllions ar. given and the paper describes how to .xecute the model. Model outputs
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